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Annex
Application class: a set of application characterized by a common application domain (e.g.
consumer application, utility application, internet services).
Application domain: the set of customers to which the application offers functionality. This
set can be either another application domain or a set of end-users.
Dependencies: relationships inside each layer (Physical, Internet and Application) of an ICT
network/system.
ICT (Information and Communication Technology): broad term employed to refer to all
technical means used to handle information and allow communication (telephony, broadcast
media, audio and video processing, transmission devices, etc.).
Inter-Dependencies: relationships among the Physical, Internet and Application layer of an
ICT network/system.
Inter-domain dependencies: dependencies between application classes.
Intra-domain dependencies: dependencies among components of an application.
TCP/IP: the communication protocol reference model used by this project to identify
relationships and boundaries among different ICT networks and systems.

1

Introduction

Quality and quantity of main services provided to our modern society has been steadily
increasing during last thirty years, In order to improve their performance and to enhance their
reliability, CI have been endowed with increasingly complex connection networks allowing
their governance optimization and reducing number of people to be allocated to that purpose.
In this context, during the last decade, a lot of efforts have been devoted to provide evidence
of dependencies among the main (critical) infrastructures and to discuss their mutual
dependencies. Not so many efforts have been devoted to quantify such dependencies, that is
to provide meaningful indices to size the intensities of CI mutual dependencies. The MOTIA
project has the ambition to provide quantitative estimates of such dependencies for the
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) sector standalone.
Information and Communication Technology represents a broad term employed to refer to all
technical means used to handle information and allow communication. This rapid developing
field includes both computational platforms and network hardware together with the software
employed for its functioning. ICT consists of information technology (IT), telephony,
broadcast media, audio and video processing transmission devices; and possibly sensors and
security devices.
Any of the different sectors defined above exhibits its own specific characteristics and
responds to a precise need of modern society. The methodology introduced in the MOTIA
project will be a rather general one and most of its assumptions and results will be
independent on the specific sector within the ICT archipelago. Nevertheless main focus will
be on Internet, intended as the set of wired and wireless connections and active devices that
convey digital information according to well defined protocols. In the following the above
definition will be intended. To be more precise, through the report we will consider the
TCP/IP reference model (Lainer et al.,1985) and as transport protocols we will consider only
the TCP and UDP protocols. It is worth stressing that many other important communications
means are left apart, such as broadcast networks, private and public analogical radio
connections, ordinary mail, direct human communication, public speeches etc. A complete
analysis of all those ICT activities is far from the purpose of the MOTIA project and would
possibly provide a rather dispersive view of the problems.
Quite recently (8 December 2008), the Council of the European Union has adopted a
Directive1, on the identification of European critical infrastructures and the assessment of the
need to improve their protection. It represented the first legal concrete act of EU dimension on
the subject of critical infrastructure protection (CIP). Primary attention has been devoted to
Transport and Energy sectors, nevertheless ICT is expected to be subject of an imminent
further European Directive.
One of the major difficulties related to CIP consists into the intrinsic interdependence of
modern infrastructures. To their correct functioning, modern infrastructures (especially the
critical ones such as water and electric power supply) rely on services provided by other
infrastructures, first of all network communications. This observation may represent a reason
to justify Internet selection as the reference Critical Information Infrastructure (CII) to be
1

Council Directive 2008/114/EC 8 December 2008
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dealt with. Moreover the majority of communication services are currently provided via
Internet and the trend seems to enhance the fraction of information conveyed by that means.
The MOTIA project is aimed at measuring dependencies among the different components of
complex human activities based on ICT typical capabilities and especially on Internet.
Different methodologies will be identified to measure dependencies of ICT activities on
physical devices, on asset owners, on other ICT services , on internet sub-nets, and others. As
an example one may keep in mind the e-mail service; it relies on several physical devices
(cables, servers etc), operational organizations (IP and TCP-IP Protocol, active and accessible
Name Servers etc) and working commercial entities (Internet Service Providers (ISP),
Exchange Points, Asset Owners, etc.). When the commonest event of receiving an e-mail
takes place, all the previous features must work properly and coherently. Depending on the
different human perspectives, different “metrics” can be defined in order to measure different
types of dependence. In the MOTIA project special attention will be devoted to “security”
features, meant as capability to provide (ICT) services even under extreme events. In this
respect the type of dependence are naturally ordered according to the OSI levels form the
service to the physical layers. Dependence at lower level implies dependence at an higher one,
yet not vice versa. In principle all OSI levels deserve a suitable treatment.
The first activity of the MOTIA project has been the analysis of the network at both the
physical and protocol levels. In this respect, to the main relationships and boundaries among
the different ICT networks and relevant systems have been identified.
The ICT systems and network boundaries and relationships can be identified analyzing
several features:
• The communication protocols reference model. Communication protocols are
typically organized as a stack and each layer of the stack isolates (from a
logical/physical point of view) a part of the system/network.
• The distributed application domains. Each application domain offers functionalities to
a specific set of customers that can be other application domains or end users.
Therefore, application domain can be classifies on the basis of the other application
domains they interact with. This classification of application domains allow to identify
functional boundaries among applications.
• The distributed application architectural model. Each application domain is
characterized by a different architectural/computational model. The knowledge of the
architectural/computational model allows to identify the actors/systems involved in
the inter-system, intra-system interactions
• MORE … for the network and physical layer
The methodology we adopt to identify relationships and boundaries among different ICT
networks and systems is outlined in the following. Each phase will be discussed in details in
the remaining of the document.
1. Classification of the Internet/network operators. Operators can be classified on the
basis of the model they use to provide internet/network services. This classification
allows to identify logical and business dependencies of internet/network services and
service levels on the physical level.
2. Identification of the communication protocol reference model. We consider the
Motia WP1 Deliverable V.1
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TCP/IP reference model, that implicitly introduce three vertical boundaries separating
the infrastructure to transport signals (the Physical layer), the infrastructure to transfer
data packets (the Internet layer) and the infrastructures to implement internet
applications (the Application layer).
The project will study relationships
(dependencies and inter-dependencies) among these layers and inside each layer.
3. Classification of IP network interconnections. Upstream network interconnection
mode, private and public peering interconnections modes as well as information on the
Point of Presence an Internet service provider uses give insight on the dependencies
among networks.
4. Identification of the boundaries among ICT systems and networks at application layer.
At Application layer we will identify boundaries among networks and systems
working at the same layer. The goal of the project is to provide a general
characterization of boundaries rather then a characterization for a specific system. The
boundaries identification is performed in two steps: a) we will identify the application
domain of interest for the MOTIA project and the related communication protocols
used at application layer; b) we will classify the applications on the base of "who" will
use them (customer services, utility services and internet services). These classes of
applications themselves constitute the boundaries and the protocols allow to
understand what are the relationships among classes. Dependencies between
application classes are intra-domain, while relationships among components of an
application are inter-domain.
5. Identification of the relationships among ICT systems and networks at application
layer. At Application layer we will identify relationships among networks and systems
working at the same layer. The goal of the project is to provide a general
characterization of relationships rather then a characterization for a specific system.
To achieve this goal we will identify the computational models which applications are
based on. The identification of the computational models are fundamental to
understand, independently on the specific application, what are the actors/components
involved, what are the interactions among components belonging to a specific
system/network and what are the interactions among components belonging to
different systems/networks. This relationship identification is fundamental to
characterize and identify inter-domain and intra-domain dependencies.
2

Classification of ICT Networks and systems

2.1 Internet compliant Networks and systems
2.1.1 Telecommunication operators
2.1.1.1 A classification of network operators
Operators providing network connectivity services can be classified according to several
criteria, one common classification method descends from the multi-layered nature of the
network and it can be useful to identify interdependencies between services and operators
according to the corresponding relationships in network layers.

Motia WP1 Deliverable V.1
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Figure 1: Example of a national network infrastructure

At the very bottom of any network infrastructure, we can identify a set of locations (POPs,
points of presence) housing active network equipment, connected through a set of fiber
cables. The basic topology of a physical network infrastructure is then a connected graph
where POPs are nodes and fiber links are edges of variable capacity. A restricted set of nodes,
connected by high capacity links, constitutes the backbone of the infrastructure, that is the
core distribution path, while peripheral nodes are distributed around a backbone to bring
connectivity to local customers.
Figure 1 shows a typical national network infrastructure consisting in a set of major POPs
(Milano, Bologna, Roma, Napoli) linked together by high capacity fiber paths that make up
the backbone, and a series of peripheral nodes for local distribution.
The physical infrastructure thus defines a basic mesh among locations, with a specification of
maximum capacity between nodes and provision of redundant or alternative paths. This basic
topology can be greatly enriched by adding additional logical layers on top of it, each layer
provides services according to the following principles:
1. each layer focuses on a limited and well defined set of tasks
2. each layer provides services to an upper layer, and relies on services from the lower
layer
3. provided services are defined according to an interface specification or protocol
The introduction of a Layer 1 transport technology over the Layer 0 physical infrastructure,
enables the operator to define a logical topology that may differ from the physical one, by
identifying logical channels, corresponding to single traffic flows, that may be aggregated
or disaggregated on physical links by means of multiplexing/demultiplexing techniques.
A common transport technology is SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy), a digital
transmission protocol that can be used both on copper (electrical) and fiber (optical) links.
SDH defines a hierarchy of data frames, or transmission units, that can be used to carry
custom data. Lower rates data frames can be aggregated into higher rate data frames: a typical
SDH network is made of edge nodes, called CPE, that acts as access points where custom
Motia WP1 Deliverable V.1
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signals are framed into a proper SDH container and then inserted into the SDH network, and
core nodes (ADM, add-drop multiplexer) that provide transport over long-distance links.
A typical SDH network assumes a ring topology, ensuring redundancy and fault tolerance:
outer rings provide low capacity transport to local CPEs, while inner rings provide
multiplexing/demultiplexing and aggregation of frames for transport over the backbone. The

Figure 2: SDH topology
ability to define logical, separated, channels by means of data frames enables the operator to
setup dedicated point-to-point connection services between two peripheral nodes, exploiting
in full the overall capacity provided by the underlying physical infrastructure.
While SDH is a widely adopted technology in hybrid copper/fiber infrastructures, and it
strongly relies on manipulation of signals in the electronic domain, the emergence of nextgeneration, full optical networks, required the introduction of new technologies providing the
same kind of flexibility without the burden of continuous electrical/optical conversion, this
gave rise to a new standard called OTH (Optical Transport Hierarchy).
After a proper transport topology has been defined over the physical infrastructure, an
additional layer is added with the introduction of Layer2/Layer3 services, in particular, while
Layer 2 (Ethernet) services take care of point-to-point and point-to-multipoint links between
devices, a Layer 3 (IP) infrastructure defines a brand new topology that will probably differ
both from the physical one and the transport one.
A typical Layer 3 infrastructure is made of a set of core nodes providing IP transport over the
backbone and a set of peripheral nodes that performs aggregation of customer links.
Moreover, interconnection points must be provided for the establishment of IP transit links
and for the exchange of IP traffic with other operators. Accordingly, an internal routing
protocol, such as OSPF, will provide for packet forwarding inside the network, while traffic
exchange towards transits and peers will be managed by means of an external routing
protocol, such as BGP, configured on border routers.
Thus, the overall picture (see Figure 3) shows a next-generation layered network architecture,
with different topologies at different levels of implementation:
Motia WP1 Deliverable V.1
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• An optical transport network (OTH) is deployed on top of the physical layer
• An additional SDH topology can be implemented on top of OTH, in order to provide
interoperability with legacy networks
• An IP topology is planned over the SDH infrastructure or, alternatively, directly over
the OTH topology.
Layering adds flexibility in the design of complex networks but, at the same time, it
introduces interdependencies between different layers and makes way more difficult the
identification of boundaries between operators and their respective networks. This is because
operators can provide connectivity services at one or more layers of the network, while largescale operators and carriers are generally owners of their physical infrastructure, there are
several operators that build up their own infrastructure relying on services provided by others.
More in general, a rough categorization can be summarized as follows:
1. Operators owning their physical infrastructure and providing services on top of it
2. Operators buying or hiring physical infrastructures (dark fiber) from (1) and providing
services on top of it
3. Operators running services based on lower layer services provided by third parties
(that can be both (1) or (2))

Figure 3: Layered network architecture

2.1.1.2 Operators owning their physical infrastructures
This is a common case for an incumbent national operator in its respective homeland: this
operator has deployed a physical infrastructure by laying down fiber cables across a
geographic area, setting up locations where network devices are housed and taking care of the
overall management of the infrastructure.
Ownership of the cables, and proper adoption of upper layer protocols enable an operator of
this kind to provide flexible transport services to customers, with a wide range of solutions,
including:
• Hiring of “dark” fibers (no services associated)
• Dedicated end-to-end transport circuits (SDH, Lambda, OTH)
• IP connectivity and transit.
This wide spectrum portfolio corresponds with a network architecture where all layers have
been implemented, and maximum flexibility in the offer is then achieved.
Several operators in Italy do own a physical infrastructure with different levels of coverage of
the national territory. In the following paragraphs we show some examples.
Telecom Italia, the national incumbent communications company, owns the most widespread
Motia WP1 Deliverable V.1
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physical infrastructure, ranging from a high capacity, multi path, fiber backbone connecting
its main POPs, to a capillary distribution network towards residential customers that relies on
the former telephony network (ADSL). The completeness of this infrastructure enables
Telecom Italia to provide a large portfolio of services, both to residential customers and to
large companies and operators.
Fastweb, another national operator, owns its proprietary fiber infrastructure but does not reach
the same coverage as the incumbent, for this reason it must rely on the incumbent distribution
network in order to reach a wider range of customers over the national territory.
Other operators, like Retelit or Infracom, that are not oriented towards residential customers,
do own a physical infrastructure throughout the national territory that enable them to supply
transport and IP services to companies and other operators.
2.1.1.3 Operators hiring the physical infrastructure
Many operators cannot afford the investments related to the development of a completelyowned infrastructure, so they decide to rely on third parties infrastructures to deploy their
network services.
By hiring chunks of network links (the so called “dark fibers”) to connect different locations,
they build up a basic topology, upon which logical services and topologies can then be
implemented according to the techniques we have seen before.
An example of this kind of operator can be found in GARR, the entity supervising the
national research network. GARR next generation network, called GARR-X, has been
designed by taking into consideration an optical Layer-1 topology implemented on top of a
physical infrastructure built up by linking together a large number of dark-fibers acquired
from third parties. Thus, in this case, GARR doesn't own the fibers, but hires them from other
operators and uses them to put together its own infrastructure, on which several services can
then be implemented.
2.1.1.4 Operators running services based on third parties connectivity
This third kind of operators usually deal exclusively with Layer 3 (IP) services, discarding all
issues regarding transport; this may be typical of an international carrier that provides IP
transit in several nations, no own infrastructure is deployed in any country but, conversely,
Layer 2 services are bought from third parties in order to connect IP POPs in different
locations.
An exemplification of these can be found in several international operators that build up their
POPs in Italy.
Cogent Communications and TATA Communications offer their customers IP services such
as international transit. In order to do this, they need a pervasive presence in all crucial
datacenters around the globe, where they establish a POP. In each POP they deploy Layer 3
equipments and rely on transport (L1/L2) services from third parties in order to tie together
their global Layer 3 network.
These disparate scenarios underline several issues in the analysis of interdependencies in ICT
networks:
• A clear separation between operators' respective networks is not always easy to
identify. Boundaries between networks can be traced on a single layer but not when
taking into account multiple overlapping layers.
• Dependencies between network layers may correspond to dependencies between
different operators
• Faults at one layer can impact several upper layers and, possibly, different operators
Motia WP1 Deliverable V.1
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Additional considerations can be introduced dealing with the spatial extension of each
operator's network, as we have seen big network operators generally own a physical
infrastructure that spans an entire nation and, possibly, also extends in foreign countries.
Smaller operators might still have a national coverage or else decide to limit their business to
a local area, as it is quite common in regions of central and southern Italy.
Thus a further classification of operators in terms of extension of the network can introduce a
completely differents criteria that may lead to different interdependencies analysis.
When it comes to network extension, different parameters must be taken into account: first of
all the distribution of POPs over the territory and the consistency of links or paths that
interconnect them.
Small operators will probably rely on a single POP, possibly located in a major city,
extending services to neighboring areas by means of third-party connection services. Bigger
players have in general two or more POPs in greater city areas, connected by redundant paths,
with additional locations to serve peripheral areas.
In this sense, dependency of POPs from datacenters, redundancy of network paths,
geographic separation of POPs and fiber paths, become important parameters to identify
criticalities in a operator's network infrastructure and interdependencies with other
infrastructures such as cable ducts and electrical power distribution networks.
2.1.2 Customer accesses
Looking at OSI layers under IP level (also depicted in previous paragraph) there are many
ways having Internet Access (or connecting end users to network operator backbones),
depending on:
• type of connection (wired/wireless)
• physical medium
• protocol/technology used
A possible (non-exhaustive) classification is reported in Table 1.

Connection
Phy Medium

Protocol

WIRED
Optical

Coaxial
cable

Twisted
pair

PON
Ethernet

DOCSIS

Ethernet

WIRELESS
Phone line
Dial-up
ISDN
DSL

Power line

BPL

Unlicensed
terrestrial
bands

Licensed
terrestrial bands

Satellite

Wi-FI

GPRS · iBurst
·WiBro/WiMAX
· UMTS-TDD,
HSPA · EVDO ·
LTE

Satellite

Table 1:Internet access technologies
As it is clear understanding differences between wired and wireless connections, the
following description focuses on physical media and technologies used.
Within wired connection there are:
• Optical refers to fiber optics to connect end users, especially at hight bit rates; PON
and Ethernet are technologies that use optical platforms; especially in the past fiber
optics were used to provide leased lines on SDH;
• Coaxial cables are usually used by cable TV operators to provide a bundle of TV and
Internet Service; they’re not widely used in Europe so we do not provide more
description to related protocols;
• Twisted pair copper cables are used to provide Ethernet connections at lower speed
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than on Optical connections;
• Copper phone lines can be used to provide Internet connections. While Dial-up and
ISDN were used in the past, now xDSL is widely used to provide Internet connections
to end users
• Power line carries data on a conductor also used for electric power transmission but
it’s now under development so it’s not considered below.
Within wireless connections we can consider:
• Unlicensed terrestrial bands are normally used with Wi Fi technologies, especially in
municipality areas. They’re open (unlicensed) so there may be interference problems
between different operator
• Licensed terrestrial bands are assigned to a limited range of operators, depending on
type of technology. They’re normally related to mobile/cell Internet. Among protocols
listed in previous table, we consider WiMAX, GSM/EDGE, UMTS/HSxPA and LTE.
Finally, satellite is used especially where other types of connections are not available.
Considering its high Round Trip Delay, they’re useless for low latency applications as VoIP,
videoconferencing or other person to person communications.
Below a description of protocols highlighted above.
2.1.2.1 PON (Passive Optical Networks)
A passive optical network (PON) is a point-to-multipoint, fiber to the premises network
architecture in which unpowered optical splitters are used to enable a single optical fiber to
serve multiple premises, typically 32-128. A PON consists of an optical line terminal (OLT)
at the service provider's central office and a number of optical network units (ONUs) near end
users. A PON configuration reduces the amount of fiber and central office equipment required
compared with point to point architectures.

Figure 4: PON schematization

2.1.2.2 Ethernet
Ethernet is a family of frame-based computer networking technologies originally developed
for local area networks (LANs). The name came from the physical concept of the ether. It
defines a number of wiring and signaling standards for the Physical Layer of the OSI
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networking model as well as a common addressing format and Media Access Control at the
Data Link Layer.
Ethernet is standardized as IEEE 802.3. The Ethernet physical layer evolved over a
considerable time span and encompasses quite a few physical media interfaces and several
magnitudes of speed. The most common forms used are 10BASE-T, 100BASE-TX, and
1000BASE-T. All three utilize Category 5 cables and 8P8C modular connectors. They run at
10 Mbit/s, 100 Mbit/s, and 1 Gbit/s, respectively. Fiber optic variants of Ethernet offer high
performance, electrical isolation and distance (up to tens of kilometers with some versions).
In general, network protocol stack software will work similarly on all varieties. Now also 10
Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s Ethernet has been stardadized.
10 gigabit Ethernet (10GE or 10GbE or 10 GigE) standard was published in 2002 as IEEE Std
802.3ae-2002. It defines a version of Ethernet with a nominal data rate of 10 Gbit/s, ten times
as fast as gigabit Ethernet. 10 gigabit Ethernet supports only full duplex links which can be
connected by switches.
40 Gigabit Ethernet, or 40GbE, and 100 Gigabit Ethernet, or 100GbE, are Ethernet standards
developed by IEEE P802.3ba Ethernet Task Force which started in November 2007 and
ratified in June 2010.[4] These standards support sending Ethernet frames at 40 and 100
gigabits per second over multiple 10 Gb/s or 25 Gb/s lanes.
2.1.2.3 xDSL
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) is a family of technologies that provides digital data
transmission over the wires of a local telephone network. DSL originally stood for digital
subscriber loop. In telecommunications marketing, the term Digital Subscriber Line is widely
understood to mean Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL), the most commonly
installed technical variety of DSL. DSL service is delivered simultaneously with regular
telephone on the same telephone line. This is possible because DSL uses a higher frequency.
These frequency bands are subsequently separated by filtering.

Figure 5: xDSL schematization
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As represented in Figure 5, in Telco/ISP central office the DSLAM (DSL Access
Multiplexer) couple/decouple Internet and voice streams. So it’s also connected to provider
UP backbone.
The data throughput of consumer DSL services typically ranges from 256 Kb/s to 24 Mbit/s
in the direction to the customer (downstream), depending on DSL technology, line conditions,
and service-level implementation. In ADSL, the data throughput in the upstream direction,
(i.e. in the direction to the service provider) is lower, hence the designation of asymmetric
service. In Symmetric Digital Subscriber Line (SDSL) service, the downstream and upstream
data rates are equal

2.1.2.4 WiFi
Wi-Fi is a trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance. It is not a technical term. However, the Alliance
has generally enforced its use to describe only a narrow range of connectivity technologies
including wireless local area network (WLAN) based on the IEEE 802.11 standards, device to
device connectivity. They normally operates around 2.4 GHz.
A Wi-Fi enabled device such as a personal computer, can connect to the Internet when within
range of a wireless network connected to the Internet. The coverage of one or more
(interconnected) access points — called hotspots — can comprise an area as small as a few
rooms or as large as many square miles (see Figure 6). Coverage in the larger area may
depend on a group of access points with overlapping coverage.

Figure 6: WiFi network example
Connections of hotspots (otherwise known as backhauling) is made by wired connections or
other wireless connections both unlicensed (again in WiFi but with directional antennas) or
licensed (WiMAX- see next sub-paragraph).
Wi-Fi technology has been used in wireless mesh networks, i.e. communications network
made up of radio nodes organized in a mesh topology: as depicted in Figure 7, wireless mesh
networks often consist of mesh clients, mesh routers and gateways.
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Figure 7: Wireless Mesh Network (WMN)

2.1.2.5 WiMax
WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) is a telecommunications
standard that provides fixed and fully mobile Internet access. The current WiMAX revision
provides up to 40 Mbit/s with the IEEE 802.16m update is expected to offer up to 1 Gbit/s
fixed speeds. The name "WiMAX" was created by the WiMAX Forum, as "a standards-based
technology enabling the delivery of last mile wireless broadband access as an alternative to
cable and DSL".
Network topology is comparable to WiFi solutions. As mentioned above, WiMAX is also
used as a backhauling connection: not only in Wi-Fi networks but also in 3G/4G networks.
2.1.2.6 GSM/EDGE - UMTS/HSxPA - LTE
These standards come from 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), operating under a
name trademarked by one of the associations within the partnership, the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). They are otherwise known as 2G (2nd
generation), 3G (3rd generation) and4G (4th generation) standards.
As mobile communication platforms they consist in cells served by a base transceiver station
(BTS), to provide connectivity to mobile phones or other devices as laptops with xG key/card.
They differ on access protocols and in cell size: LTE has smaller cells and higher connection
speeds. BTS are backhauled to operator backbones by wired connections or licensed wireless
connections (WiMAX).

2.1.3 IP Network Interconnections
A network is generally intended as a set of hosts connected to one or more local area
networks, in turn interconnected, that all together form an administrative domain: in the
Internet an IP network is the minimum unit to implement a routing policies over a packetbased network.
The network concept contains within it many different things in nature and size, ranging from
a home wi-fi network that connects one laptop or two (and in some advanced cases, also a
couple of PDAs and a media center), up to the network of a large organization with thousands
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of hosts connected to hundreds of LANs, geographically distributed across multiple
continents; leading finally up to the network of a telecommunications operator with tens of
millions of users, tens of thousands of kilometers of fiber-optic networks (owned and / or
rented from others) and much more.
In a study of the interdependencies of ICT systems in the field of inter-networking would
certainly be interesting to consider as a minimum level of granularity each administrative
domain, that is, each IP routing domain. However, we prefer to restrict the analysis to
administrative domains with homogeneous characteristics to overcome the difficulties
imposed by the extreme variety of existing networks that differ in size, objectives, routing
protocols in use, difficulties in obtaining reliable information about their boundaries and so
on. The granularity of networks that will be considered is that which corresponds with the
concept of Autonomous System [RFC 1930], which is the elementary unit for inter-domain
routing policy.
The management of packet’s forwarding between interconnected networks is typically
delegated to specialized host (gateway or IP router [RFC 1812]) located on the boundary of
each individual network . Nowadays, the routing protocol utilized on AS's border routers is
the BGP-4 [RFC 4271].
The physical infrastructure of the Internet is transparent to users, as well as all the networks
that compose it. The user, through the use of addresses (IP addresses) or just symbolic names,
see a unique set of resources and services. Those symbolic names are mapped by the DNS
[RFC 1034, RFC 1035] to IP addresses that uniquely identify each host connected to the
Internet.
Internet hides to users the underlying network architecture, as well as any physical details.
Internet, as IP network, is an overlay network that is built on top of another network (see
figure XX), for example, on a SDH network, which in turn is an overlay network built, for
example, on a dark fiber network and so on.
Many kind of network can be implemented as an overlay network of Internet, like peer-2-peer
networks used for file sharing. Many virtualization layers can be added upon an IP network,
via different technical features, like MPLS, or any kind of VPN, like a simple IP tunneling.

The Internet is an international network of networks. All those networks are interconnected
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with each other to exchange traffic.
The IP network interconnection can be described in several ways:
• addresses: IP subnet assigned to the link, IP addresses of the network terminations
• bandwidth: how many bits/sec can be theoretically transmitted through the connection
• underlying technology: xDSL, SDH, Ethernet, ATM or whatever can transport and IP
datagram
• fault tolerance mechanisms (for example, redundancy) to guarantee reliability,
availability, security
Depending on all of them, there are a plenty of technical parameter that can measure
performance and quality of a end-to-end network connection, like throughput, latency, roundtrip-time, packet delay variation and so on.
The methods for linking any two networks, regardless of the technology in use, and the
granularity of the network considered, can be summarized under the following classification:
• via an upstream network or a chain of upstreams (talking about ASes, via a transit AS)
• via a direct link (direct or private peering)
• via an eXchange Point (public peering)

Figure 8: AS interconnections
The Figure 8 represents only the logical IP level, but, for the uncoupling properties of
layering, it does not necessarily represent the implementation of the lower levels, i.e. the link
layer (data-link and physical layer of the OSI model), neither the less the underlying layer of
passive infrastructures (ducts, trenches, pits, etc.). Each level may in fact be represented as a
network that does not necessarily have a 1:1 mapping with the network of lower level or
higher level, as expressed in the above consideration about overlay networks.
The above three ways to interconnect networks are not mutually exclusive, since typically
large networks adopt more than ones to guarantee the network' reliability and availability.
Moreover, redundant connections (more instances of the same method) may be established to
increase reliability.
The total bandwidth available between two networks should be carefully evaluated designing
a connection. When a link is overloaded by traffic everything seems to work properly, routing
is working, service are available, but packet loss is increasing and many services might have
insufficient throughput. There is no connection breakdown but all the network will be plagued
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by inefficiency.
In the Internet model, upstream networks are typically identified with the Internet Service
Providers (ISP). Each ISP has assigned one or more AS Numbers to manage its routing policy
to the rest of the Internet. Internet global connectivity is so guaranteed by a mesh of IP
network connections between ASes.
When two interconnected networks do not belong to the same organization, the
interconnection also identifies some business relationship. This relationship can be based on
the provider-customer model (the customer purchases transit on the provider network), or the
peering model (networks exchange respective customers’ traffic for free). According to the
provider-customer model, an ISP sells access to Internet to customers (consumers, enterprises,
governmental agencies, …) via an interconnection to the customer' network. Moreover, it can
sell transit to all destinations in its routing table to other ISPs via direct links with theirs
network.
The ISP Tier Hierarchy (see Figure 9) is an unofficial classification of the ISPs made up on
the basis of the business model adopted for their external paths, i.e. the relationships between
ISPs. There is a small number of very large ISPs that don't purchase Internet transit from
anyone else, and they just peer among themselves and sell transit to all other smaller ISPs.
They are the so called Tier-1 Internet providers. Tier-1s are no more than a scarce dozen all
over the world, and their names and numbers vary quite frequently, and it is difficult to
maintain an updated list of them. Nevertheless, many Tier-2s often pretend to be considered
Tier-1 just because it's not so clear if they purchase transit from someone else or, as they state,
just peer with it. ISP interconnection agreements are considered confidential information, and
so they are not in general publicly known. The same applies to the information on trading of
business units or of the entire infrastructural asset of a Telco. These are all kind of actions that
typically changes the membership of Tier-1 and Tier-n lists.
Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) are an optimization of the concept of interconnection
between ASes. In fact, they allow ISPs to use a single physical connection to support many
logical links with how many others ISP are related to that Exchange Point, decreasing the cost
and reliance on purchased Internet transit . An IXP is often a neutral location where the
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infrastructure of many operators meet each others.
The European Internet Exchange Association [EURO-IX] agreed the following IXP
definition:
A physical network infrastructure operated by a single entity with the purpose to facilitate the
exchange of Internet traffic between Autonomous Systems. The number of Autonomous
Systems connected should at least be three and there must be a clear and open policy for
others to join.
At an IXP internet traffic is exchanged by peering agreements made between the ISPs
connected to the Internet Exchange. By peering at an Internet Exchange the connected ISPs
reduce their reliance on a small number of networks (usually their upstream provider(s)), and
this improves the delivery and receipt of traffic. The increase in efficiency due to the enabling
of direct routes between networks benefits the connected ISP and all its customers. The costs
involved in connecting to an Internet Exchange are generally quite low considering the
improvement in performance that can be achieved. Most European Internet Exchanges are
non-commercial co-operatives funded by membership fees paid by the connected ISPs, and
are operated for the benefit of the member ISPs and the Internet community at large.
IXPs topology can vary from case by case, but generally there are two main models: IXPs
collapsed in one single location (centralized model) and IXPs distributed al geographic level
designing at most a metropoltan area network. In both model ISPs connections to the IXP can
be made through local links if the peering equipment is hosted inside the same datacenter
where IXP’s equipment is present, or through LAN extensions transport mechanisms allowing
remotely connectivity of ISPs’ equipment. With a few exceptions data centers hosting IXPs
switches are managed by third parties referred as “neutral colocators”, companies that are not
telecommunications operators or ISPs. This guarantees a neutral approach to the IXPs
activities making them a perfect place where many different and often competitors ISPs may
rely on. Actually an IXP is not just a physical infrastructure: it must guarantee quality in
exchanging data and different varieties of IP traffic, it must be able to harmonize different
platforms and more generally to offer services aimed to balance as technical requirements as
different economical policies of a big variety of actors.
In the last ten year Europe has seen a very large development of IXPs: at today (end of 2010)
there are almost 130 IXPs covering 35 countries and 140 cities, meaning at least one main
IXP per each European country, exchanging in aggregation about 5 terabit per second of IP
traffic.
Even if the most portion of traffic is exchanged in North Europe, Italy represents one of the
main country in South Europe in terms of IXP traffic exchanged: considering the four main
Italian IXPs (MIX in Milan, Namex in Rome, TIX in Florence and Topix in Turin), the more
than 190 ISPs connected (7% of the total ISPs peering in Europe) exchange almost 100 Gbps,
representing the 2,7% of the total European IXPs traffic with an average of 2.6 Gbps per
Italian Internet user.
In Italy this traffic represents about the 35% of the national Internet traffic, a considerable
number then making IXPs strategical points of the Italian Internet network.
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Considerations about BGP connection concerns:
• Connectivity does not imply reachability , since commercial relationships between
ASes determine which routes propagate across Internet mesh

Figure 10: Bidirectional traffic asymmetry
•

•

Routing information exchanged via BGP supports only the destination-based
forwarding paradigm, which assumes that a router forwards a packet based solely on
the destination. If the traffic flows from A to B using a certain path (a sequence of
transit AS) it's not in general true that the return traffic flows through the reverse path
(see Figure 10). Asymmetric routing can be a big problem for real-time applications
(like videoconferencing or telephony over IP) since these kind of applications depend
a lot on a low packet delay variation (sometimes referred as jitter) that is difficult to
manage under the condition described above
Considering the Internet at IP level, and AS networks, at the moment BGP is the only
one protocol which runs across the Internet. BGP configuration errors could damage
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•

networks far away the originating AS. For that reason mutual peering does not mean
mutual trust and filtering rules on any border gateway should implemented to mitigate
error propagation across Internet. There are no other shared common practices that
allow the automatic propagation of a network crash.
Information about link and physical layers of a large network is difficult (if not
impossible) to be obtained by malicious persons simply looking at the IP level from
the network next door. On the other hand, it's possible to find around much more
information about the IP layer: BGP announces through looking glass servers, IXP
membership via IXP sites, ISP's routing policies which are usually recorded in a
routing registry database publicly available, and so on.

2.1.4 Point of Presence elements
In this section we identify the elements that characterize the key points of the interconnection
between the networks, that is the border POP characterizing some of the aspects that can
contribute to the chain of the possible interdependences object of the MOTIA project.
Thus, we will not cover the various network topologies internal to every single ISP, since
these are not contributing to the chain of the interdependences that wants to be studied and
analyzed here.
It is given therefore for consolidated one of the guiding principles of Internet, for which no
variation outside a network domain (portion of network managed from a single entity and that
respects the policy independently defined by the manager, below referred to with the term
Autonomous System - AS) must have influence on the internal operation of the same domain.
Moreover, we suppose that every Autonomous System domain is stable, that is the failure
elements relevant to a domain internal operation will not contribute to the purpose of studying
the interdependences..
For example, with reference to an application like the web in a client/server configuration that
refers to a web cache pertaining to a separated domain, we will not consider which elements
internal to the domain will influence the availability of the web cache, but we will rather
concentrate ourselves here on the identification of the elements that from the “frontier” of that
domain will create or be able to create the dependencies of the behavior in net of the web
client/server.
We will refer to the frontier with term “border POPs” of which we see the various aspects
below.
We have seen how the net topology varies with the variation of the economic/technical
choices of every single ISP.
If we move on the border POP we see that on the base of the same criterion “costs/benefits
relationship” obviously mediated on the technical and implementative requirements of the
ISPs, POPs are distinguished in the complexity of configuration and the characteristics of
resilience.
2.1.4.1 Border POPs geography
We know that a domain for being such must have at least two different connections towards
Internet. It is common practice to implement the various physical connections from separate
POPs and on various geographic areas.
The POPs can work at the same time balancing the traffic from/to the domain and, as a result
of the fall of one POP, the traffic is conveyed and managed integrally by the active POP.
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This must be associated to a right parameterization of the external connections capacity that,
in case of failure of a POP, must be correctly sized in order to manage the flows of traffic
usually destined to the fallen POP.
Therefore a first element that we identify is the “capacity of the connection flows towards the
outside” of a domain.
Unlikely it is the case in which the minimal demand for the double connection is realized by
two flows collapsed in the same POP: in this case the fall of the POP causes the total absence
of connection of the domain making unreachable the applications exposed on the Net.
Another element that can contribute to the interdependence between the applications is
therefore bound to the “number of the border POPs”.
2.1.4.2 Border POPs location
The simple principle of resource duplication at the border of a domain, does not appear to be
such anymore if we consider the factors to the contour, that can return it insufficient.
It is the case of border POPs situated inside a small geographic area (like a campus) for
example electrically fed by a unique power plant derivation, rather than exposed to the same
geological factors outside (floodings, earthquakes…); or the case of POPs co-located inside
the same room whose functionality can influence the whole internal services and network
elements usage; or the case of POPs geographically distributed but depending on the
functionality of a third entity, as it is the case of a POP connected on the same Internet
Exchange even if geographically distributed.
More generally then we see that the “geographic diversification” of the border POPs is surely
one of the elements that can have influence on the functionalities of the entire system.

Figure 11:ISPs and POPs
In Figure 11 the domain of ISP1 has two connections towards Internet, one of which through
an IX and the other through a private connection with ISP2. The border POP of ISP1 is
situated inside two different rooms located in two different zones of the same city and
interconnected through a metropolitan ring. The dimensioning of the external circuits is such
that both the circuits are able, at the occurrence, to manage the traffic of the other circuit.
The one illustrated above is just one of the many possible examples of existing designs of net
useful to the only purpose to frame a scene to the contour.
In fact it is an example that can be easily inserted in any real point of Internet where the nets
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interconnect and on which depends the functionality of the applications accessible in net.
2.1.4.3 Border POPs elements
Going deeply now to a local level, we see that inside the same POP insist various parameters
that can influence the efficacy of the POP itself. These are linked on one side to the
configuration of the POP itself and on the other side to the characteristics of the room that
hosts them.
A list of devices that are typically present in a POP includes:
• Servers
• Routers
• Switches
• ADM/xWDM
• DDF/ODF
• Fiber/UTP patch cable
These physical equipment, responsible for the actual information exchange within an ICT
infrastructure, are generally placed inside facilities called Internet Data Centers (IDCs).
A data center basically consists of a room with electrical power available, where physical
devices are placed and where such devices can be connected to other devices.
These data centers are owned and managed by companies that may use them to solely host
their own networking equipment, or sell the hosting as a service to any interested party, or
both.
IDCs may vary considerably in terms of size, available power, adopted technologies and
complexity of the design, but there is a set of common elements from which can depend the
entire PoPs functionality.
One of the most critical aspects is the electrical power supply system. It’s to be considered
that networking equipment can be powered using alternate current (AC) power or direct
current (DC) power; some devices are tipically powered using AC power (i.e. transceivers)
while others are typically DC powered (i.e. add-drop multiplexers, ADM). Some devices may
also support both AC and DC power supplies, so it is common to have both AC and DC
power supplies within an IDC. Because all the equipment usually needs to be active 24 hours
a day, 365 days it’s crucial that a data center is equipped to provide continuity of service even
if a failure to the electrical system occurs. This applies both to AC and DC power supplies
and it is realized by providing one or more redundant ways in which electrical power is
distributed.
As security for the continuity of the electrical system functionality even in cases of lack of
external electrical feeding, the electrical plant must be supported also by an Uninterruptible
Power Supply (UPS) system: it is a set of rechargeable batteries, generally organized in a
cabinet, intended to provide the necessary power, as soon as a failure occur, to the entire data
center for a limited amount of time. This time depends on the battery amperage and on the
total consumption of the equipment installed inside the IDC, and it needs to be long enough to
cover the warm-up time of the generator (no more than some minutes). During proper
functioning of the power distribution system, batteries are being recharged, in order to be
always ready in case of a failure. During a prolonged interruption of the usual power
distribution, UPS is not adequate anymore and continuity is then guaranteed by a generator, a
diesel engine that is automatically activated and, after a warm-up time, takes over the UPS in
providing power to the equipment in the data center. Once the usual power distribution
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system is restored, the generator is automatically powered off.
Another important aspect related to the right functioning of network equipment is its
temperature control. This is achieved by the cooling system: all the networking devices that
are usually installed inside a data center need to be kept within certain temperature thresholds
in order for them to work properly. The number of cooling units and the type (e.g. air cooling
or water cooling) is highly dependent on the data center design and from the typology of
technical equipment.
From the security point of view data centers must be rightly equipped for being guaranteed
from water leaks and fire that can seriously damage electronic devices so a number of sensors
are usually placed throughout the data center in order to promptly detect such events. The last
aspects is related to the need to protect equipment from unauthorized accesses: security
cameras and intrusion-detection systems may be installed to monitor the activity inside a data
center.
All of these elements can be combined in different way in order to achieve different level of
complexity in the design of an IDC. For example, an IDC can have multiple UPS units and
generators: the number and power of each of them depends on the original design of the data
center and can vary over time due to the load of the data center itself.
Just as an example, Figure 12, illustrates a border POP hosted within an IDC that is provided
with redundant AC power supply, redundant UPS unit, and redundant generator, with two
cooling units that control the temperature.

Figure 12: POP example
The lists presented here are not meant to be exhaustive and complete, but want to highlight
some realistic scenarios and focus the attention on the various inter-dependent elements that
are involved in an end-to-end communication.
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2.2 Other relevant ICT networks and systems
2.2.1

Network and system description (Telecom Italia)

“Not many years the human mind and computers will be very closely interconnected and this
alliance man-machine will be able to think as no human being has ever done so far, data
processing performance are still inaccessible for machines with which currently carry out the
processing of information.”
Probably Joseph Carl Robnett Licklider, an expert in psychoacoustics, when he wrote these
words, collected in an essay entitled "Man-Computer Symbiosis" 60 years, he never imagined
certainly the extent of his words. Even when, back in August of 1962, exhibited for the first
meeting of the MIT faculty (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), his idea of a "Galactic
Network ", the network envisioned Internet of today: a worldwide network of computer
interconnected through which all could access easily and quickly data and programs from
around the globe. From ARPANET (Figure 13), which has resulted, to date, the steps taken
by the telecommunications and in the world were many and is not the case obviously
remember them. The worldwide success of Internet services and Intranet in the
telecommunications market has radically changed the way of life of all us from many points
of view. In the field of traditional telecommunications operators consequences the success of
Internet networks have was a reflection of technological and economic reaching.

Figure 13: The ARPA network
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Any data, voice and video can now be conveyed from one platform to the IP/MPLS Backbone
a so-called unique for all services. The impacts affect not only the high-level services, but
also the switching and transmission technologies of the recent past, carried by the single
backbone. Convey voice, video and data over a single infrastructure for data transport is
reflected today in a technical requirement that affordable, challenging and cost-effective in a
growing market and strong competition regime. The single backbone IP/MPLS, and born with
this objective in the coming years will further extend this paradigm, integrating more closely
with the technology of optical transport layer, both at the level of control and information
transport packet. This chapter describes the IP backbone in the context of services, changes in
architecture, quality of service and support telephone service. In particular, it is first dealt
with the scenario of IP/MPLS, currently offered to the access networks, then move on to the
genesis and functional and physical architecture of the backbone and thus the quality of
service ending with the use of the backbone for telephone services and Class4 Class5.
The conveyor platform IP/MPLS backbone is composed of two national conceived in early
2001 with two different purposes but now converging:
•
•

OPB (Optical Packet Backbone), a multi-service network, established as an
evolution of previous IP network called IBS (InterBusiness) to bring together
all voice and data services on a single platform;
DTC (Data.com backbone), a network dedicated solely to score Executive.

The OPB network has been shaped over 35 POPs to concentrate all data access technologies
currently in the field in the main national transmission nodes. From a simple network IP
Router national, born in 1995 with the ATM circuits at 34 Mbit/s or 155 Mbit/s, we have
moved to an IP/MPLS layer resting directly on an optical transmission at 10 Gbit/s or 100
Gbit/s, purged from the ATM and the transport component with innovative features and
benefits that have already allowed several important goals. One of these was achieved in 2003
by offering a transport service between the Media Gateway's geographical BBN (national
backbone) dedicated telephone traffic over IP, with guaranteed high fault protection of
transmission, treatment of priority packets during congestion of the network and security than
the rest of the data traffic is carried. This achievement has allowed the gradual demise of
traditional telephone network and integration of the national long-distance transport of data
traffic with IP telephony traffic on the platform OPB.
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Figure 14: Active services
The network DTC was instead designed and built in the years 2000 - 2001 Data.com within
the business unit with the objective to offer customers innovative solutions such as Executive
Collection MAN GbE networks and virtual private networks (MPLS-VPN). Today the
network is the main OPB multiservice backbone for all types of customers, while the network
DTC is dedicated solely to score again Executive. This allowed us to enrich the portfolio of
services executive with the offer "dual backbone" that can guarantee higher reliability
requirements and service availability due to the presence of two physically separate but
functionally equivalent backbone, each with a plan separate audit. Error! Reference source
not found. summarizes the breakdown of active services on both networks IP/MPLS Wireline
Telecom Italy.
The OPB supports backbone transport services IP/MPLS is for customers Executive/Business
(attested in the access network through technical ATM, Frame Relay, ADSL and Gigabit
Ethernet) for residential customers (certified via ADSL and dial-up); OPB also provides a
transport layer IP/MPLS for IP telephone service type Class4 (connecting nodes in the BBN)
and Class5 (access VoIP) and interconnection services with IDC (Internet Data Center) of
Milan and Pomezia. The OPB network is directly connected to the networks of other ISPs
(Internet Service Provider) through peering points "Private" and "Public" as appropriate,
generally made from a neutral point of interconnection of the two Italians in Rome (Namex)
and Milan (MIX).
The interconnection between the backbone is made in Rome and Milan with links GbE for IP
services and with links SDH for VPNMPLS services, implementing the functionality in this
case, "Inter-AS VPN" for places Customer Executive certified in "dual backbone. Big
connectivity to the Internet, for all destinations that are not covered by internal or Peering just
mentioned, is obtained through the backbone of the International Telecom Italy Sparkle called
SEABONE, the "upstream providers" for the national backbone of Telecom Italy. The entire
national clientele, with or without their own Autonomous System, for the services of such
Full Internet or MPLS VPN, access to the backbone via special structures Edge (Access
Router, MPLS PE routers, NAS and NAS ADSL Dial-up) by using the multiple ATM
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networks, dedicated access, ADSL, GBE, SDH and ISDN available today.
2.2.2 The network architecture OPB (Optical Packet Backbone)

Figure 15: The OPB network
The backbone OPB (Optical Packet Backbone) is divided into national POP, a dual star point
topology and the distinction between POP Inner Core and Outer Core (Figure 15).
The Inner Core is made up of two of Rome and the two POP in Milan, while the Outer Core is
focused on the remaining POP-connected dual-homing "in Rome or in Milan on the basis of
their location region.
The “dual-homing” of POP of the Outer Core on the Star Center was made even more reliable
than doubling the POP in Rome and Milan on various central and certifying each of the Outer
Core POP with at least 2 transmission circuits to 2 POP Inner Core. At the level of
transmission of OPB nodes are interconnected through the optical network of national
transport, DWDM point-to-point circuits with a 2.5 Gbit/s (STM-16) and 10 Gbit/s (STM-64)
and circuits SDH 155 Mbit/s (STM-1), all certificates on interfaces such as POS (Packet Over
Sonet). The network was designed to be completely redundant in all its components and
immune to conditions single fault, such as the failure of a router, a single card or a
transmission circuit. In the case of two simultaneous failure is on the QoS / CoS (Quality of
Service Class of Service) to safeguard the most valuable services. The main requirement for
the project at the base of the size of circuits imposes a limit on the maximum total traffic for
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each link equal to 50% in order to be immune to a single fault condition.
2.2.3

The Peering

The "peering policies" consist of a set of rules governing the exchange of routing information
between Autonomous Systems. The manipulation of information received and / or transmitted
is used to control the flow of traffic exchanged with the outside. The ISP (Internet Service
Provider) is a provider of Internet access (for example, published the official list of products
manufactured within their own address space and Autonomous System, such as access to the
Internet via the ATM network and leased lines, ADSL or dial up). The ISP (Internet Service
Provider) is in possession of the Ministerial Committee for providing access to the Internet
(issued by the Ministry of Communications to under D.L. No And Presidential Decree 103,
03/17/1995 No 420 of 09.04.1995). It is registered with RIPE NCC or an equivalent register
as Local Internet Registry (having, therefore, may assign IP networks to their customers). It
has its own Autonomous System number issued by a public register recognized and
announced their own networks within their Autonomous System. It has its own independent
global connectivity to the Internet Peering (whether private or public) with the availability of
the Internet Full Table (all routes to the Internet). It keeps the public updated on the RIPE
Network Management Database according to the specifications dictated by the RFC-2622
(also called RPSL).
The peering relationships can be made at special structures called NAP (Neutral Access Point
– public peering points) or by direct interconnection between the backbone ISPs with direct
links (private peering points). In both cases, a session is established eBGP (external BGP)
between each side of the peering router (Figure 17). A NAP can considered an infrastructure
of layer 2 (Ethernet LAN switch), usually centralized in one location and the management of
which is normally entrusted to a consortium of ISPs , non-profit organization that ensures
continuity of service and management of malfunctions 24 hours 24. Figure 16 shows how the
properties of the various ISP's router (also called Gate Way) are on one side connected to the
LAN switch of the NAP and to several other backbone ISPs.
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Figure 17: Logical architecture of peering

Figure 16: a typical NAP architecture

The peering established within a NAP between BGP sessions allow you to create a significant
number of ISPs, without having to create a full mesh of direct links between the various
backbone, as would be necessary to use private peering. The eBGP sessions thus provide a
logical interconnection between ISPs in the public peering points and the various players
agree with each other directly eBGP sessions, filters, and peering policies. In a national
context, the number of NAP have to be content for technical and architectural reasons. Similar
considerations can be applied to private peering which are normally only develop high caliber
ISP (for example, to exchange traffic more than 500 Mbit/s).
From the point of view of routing, the "ISP-Peer” Telecom Service Providers with which Italy
made a peer, are announced to eBGP networks aggregate domain, and the networks of
Telecom Italy Customers who have an AS (AS-Client), with its own address space and access
for a fee. In the opposite direction, from ISP-Peer networks are accepted instead of the
aggregate own peer networks and its AS-Client. It is important to note that the ads learned
from ISP-Peer are not propagated to Seabone/Internet and other ISPs to-Peer, in other words,
the OPB network does not "transit" to the other ISP-Peer. As for the AS-Client, the ads are
obviously learned to propagated Seabone/Internet, in addition to the ISP-Peer. In addition to
the AS-Client is typically announced the "full Internet table", consisting of ad networks and
those learned from OPB Seabone, peering from and the AS-Customers.
Under the multiple points of interconnection with the Internet OPB (Seabone, Public and
Private Peering) and with its customers (AS Client), it is usual that the same ad comes to OPB
through various entry points to the network but it is equally important that they are set of rules
for choosing which ad to be taken as valid. Routing policies adopted into the OPB network
and applied to the context of peering (Figure 19), provide that a customer or an AS-ISP Peer
can sort the ads on their own networks of different nature, but the ad is selected based on the
reliability of the type of connection active. The highest priority is given to access as a paying
customer (AS-Client), second announcement by a private peering, public peering into third by
a low priority and the advertiser via the Internet (through Seabone).
An example of coexistence of different peering sessions between OPB and an AS-Client is
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shown in Figure 18, where it is not expected to co-existence of a private peering with an
access type AS Client.

Figure 18: coexistence of different peerings
between OBP and Customer AS
Figure 19: OPB/IBS peering policies schema
With the gradual emergence of Namex and MIX in terms of bandwidth and associated ISPs
and the creation of more public peering points (TOPIX in Turin, Florence TIX), it was
necessary to share with the various technical committees of the NAP policy peering. The
criteria desired by Telecom Italy are generalized in the following rules:
a) should be always preferred the private peering (if present) than in the public (at a
NAP);
b) this policy should be set on the network side is that the ISP side OPB-Peer (typically
with the mechanism of the "Local Preference BGP) and can not be arbitrarily changed
by one party;
c) in general will be at most one private and one public peering with a generic ISP Peer;
d) as "general rule" an ISP will have a Peer-to OPB Public peering at a single NAP and,
by exception, we will from time to time the opportunity to manage the two peering
exchange points depending on the resources available at the two NAPs;
e) if an ISP and OPB-Peer decide to make two public peering at two sites NAP, will have
to agree the priorities for the use of peering criteria of mutual benefit and that policy
can not be arbitrarily changed by either party.
The "general rule" refers to the fact that Italy has taken Telecom from the beginning of IBS,
to accept the approach as "default" the public peering with all ISPs that require it, as natural
extension of this policy, it is recognized that an ISP-Peer may require to establish a Public
Peering at a generic NAP choice.
Finally, as depicted in Figure 20, the network that offers clients Executive Datacom services
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business also related to mission critical applications (banking, online trading, etc.),
connectivity with both private network (MPLS-VPN) and the Internet.

Figure 20:

2.2.4

Applications for voice: Class 4 / 5

2.2.4.1 Project BBN Class4
The project "BBN" was born in 2001 to replace the transport layer for circuit-switched voice
traffic, eliminating the SGT (Transit Group Stages) with innovative technology nodes, these
nodes "BBN" or "Class4. The initial activation took place between Rome and Milan in
August 2002 and continued in subsequent months with a gradual reversal of the telephone
traffic on the new nodes. The requirements of the project at BBN have requested a backbone
OPB transport service as close as possible to interconnect "transmission", implemented in a
"closed". To this end, the Media Gateway to receive a BBN structure of MPLS-TE tunnel that
is essentially the task of creating a plan for control and forwarding completely separate from
the universe "Public." In this context, environment "Public" means you can reach at IP all
types of customers or items of Edge (Access Router, NAS, ADSL and dial-up) in the
backbone networks and in general on the Internet and through Seabone the public and private
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peering. A good example of implementing a plan "Private", completely independent from the
public, is that MPLS Virtual Private Network (MPLS VPN), where only a small group of host
devices and clients can communicate with each other in geographical terms.
MPLS VPNs are supported by transit MPLS features (such features "P") on the backbone
OPB and the DTC, while the service components are configured on the PE (Provider Edge),
MPLS certificates to the Access VLAN. The project ultimately led Class4 (Figure 21):

Figure 21:The public and private plans of OPB

• the creation of a full mesh of MPLS-TE tunnels over 23 POPs OPB, for a total of
approximately 2,000 tunnel;
• the configuration of an addressing plan established prior to architecture-sized regime,
where the addresses from 10.0.0.0 to 10.30.0.0 were awarded to BBN Class4;
• the activation of a static routing on private classes, which are not announced in BGP or
OSPF. For added security, have also been implemented on the apparatus Edge OPB
mechanisms, controlled the BGP RR, for the standard deviation of IP packets with
private addresses that were groped to exceed the boundaries of OPB.
Figure 22 shows, in broad terms, the architecture of a generic BBN node and
especially its connections with the GSR apparatus of OPB. The node is connected to
BBN Class4 OPB with two types of connections:
• ATM STM-1, for interconnection with cards consisting of the Visma MGW MGX
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nodes;

Figure 22: POP BBN architecture
• GbE, for the visibility of shares / control signal of the node.
A generic IP packet with destination address belong to the class assigned to the Private IP
POP BBN destination is wrapped by a PVC ATM Media Gateway, which ended in one of two
GSR of OPB, and then rotated through a static neidue MPLS-TE tunnel ending in the two
GSR in the POP BBN target. This architecture of MPLS-TE Tunnel was effective and
suitable to interconnect nodes in a BBN structure of static and default service. Recently,
however, new services have emerged that require of the most dynamic, open from the
reachability of the IP point of view and especially do not like the default Class4 BBN. Were
then studied and are being implemented on OPB-based solutions routing "classic" via OSPF
and BGP, which by their nature are more dynamic and scalable, as will be clarified in the next
section.
2.2.4.2 Project Class 5 and interconnection PEB-BBN
The new plans call for the gradual opening of the nodes in the BBN Environment Public IP
Media Gateway BBN some resources will potentially be reached from any access device or
user terminal that uses public addresses, and this happens for type design Class5 , and also for
the interconnection with the IP network VoIP Sparkle, the PEB (Pan European Backbone)
network that uses public addresses Seabone.
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The opening public IP environment is essential to introduce a series of new communication
services for the telephone business and residential. Communication services of type Class5
provide a new type of centralized control platform for multimedia and telephony services,
primarily for reporting to support the establishment of a communications channel (voice or
video) on IP. There are two possible scenarios of communication:
• between customers and applications, or between network elements known as "Border
Gateway" or "Access Gateway" all belonging to the floor and connected public IP and
then to the structures of Access / Edge of OPB;
• between a customer belonging to the plane of the Public IP and a client legacy TDM
world, attested then switching to a traditional urban center reachable by telephone
through a node BBN Class4. These nodes Class5, in number and centralized content,
certificates will be directly to the OPB in the four GSR POP Inner Core, in a way very
similar to that of the nodes Class4. The pattern of interconnection with OPB is shown
in Figure 23, where the Media Gateway Visma cards and some internal structures to
the node will necessarily be configured with public IP addresses.

Figure 23: Interconnection of a POP BBN C5 with an OPB

Regarding the routing, it is planned to use the protocols OSPF and BGP, as provided in the
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standard routing:
• 3269 IBGP routing to propagate on OPB ads aggregates networks cards Visma and the
domestic component Public node, through configuration and distribution of static
routes on the transit of OPB;
• OSPF routing 3269 to ensure the accessibility of IBGP next-hop ad corresponding to
LB (Loop Back) of the two GSR.
The new VoIP services require a client or application, attested to a generic system of
OPB Edge of a public, have "visibility" to the IP Media Gateway (Visma cards) nodes
Class4 of BBN, in other words, it is necessary to somehow communicate the two
worlds (Public and Private), as shown in Figure 24.
From the conceptual point of view, this can be done basically in two ways: by becoming
public at least part of the resources
of the private level (so you
automatically become visible
throughout the network), or by
inserting the elements of the
border between the two universes
(called "Border Gateway"), with
the express purpose of putting
them in communication.
With regard to the specific
scenario of BBN Class4 was
decided to set up of the boards of
Visma Media Gateway with public
IP addresses. Initially, this
paradigm will lead to a new
configuration and installation of a
Visma limited number of cards in
the Media Gateway. The inclusion
will be gradually driven by the
abundance of clients/services to
Figure 24:Interconnection between public and private the plan public who need to
communicate with the traditional
plan (schematization)
TDM world, Recalling that
"behind" Class4 BBN nodes are the basins collection through the SGU traditional TDM.
For the routing of the tabs Visma public has adopted the same solution Class5, where clusters
of networks cards Visma IBGP are announced through the distribution of static. At the
international level for VoIP services, the Upstream Provider Sparkle has deployed on the
backbone Seabone a transport network architecture similar to that of BBN, called PEB (Pan
European Backbone).
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3

Network and system description: System granularity level

3.1

Overview of the Internet architecture

The Internet has revolutionized the computer and communications world like nothing before.
It is at once a world-wide broadcasting capability, a mechanism for information
dissemination, and a medium for collaboration and interaction between individuals and their
computers without regard for geographic location. It also represents one of the most
successful examples of the benefits of sustained investment and commitment to research and
development of information infrastructure. Driven by vast commercial success, it has
experienced sustained growth for the past decade. The growth has been reported by various
measures, including in terms of gross traffic volume, web server population, the number of
domain names, the percentage of households with Internet access, the size of individual ISP
networks, and so forth. According to the latest statistics, Internet traffic has doubled every
year, and the number of web servers registered a double- digit increase over the past six
months between Aug. 2003 and Feb. 2004. More recently, the exponential growth is further
spurred by emerging new applications such as peer-to-peer sharing networks or voice-over-IP
applications.
The Internet's architecture is described in its name, a short from of the compound word "internetworking". This architecture is based in the very specification of the
standard TCP/IP protocol, designed to connect any two networks which may be very different
in hardware, software, and technical design. Once two networks are interconnected,
communication with TCP/IP is enabled end-to-end, so that any node on the Internet has the
ability to communicate with any other no matter where they are. This openness of design has
enabled the Internet architecture to grow to a global scale. In practice, the Internet technical
architecture looks a bit like a multi-dimensional river system, with small tributaries feeding
medium-sized streams feeding large rivers. For example, an individual's access to the Internet
is often from home over a modem to a local Internet service provider who connects to a
regional network connected to a national network. In general, small local Internet service
providers connect to medium-sized regional networks which connect to large national
networks, which then connect to very large bandwidth networks on the Internet backbone.
Most Internet service providers have several redundant network cross-connections to other
providers in order to ensure continuous availability.
The Internet architecture is made up of five layers that work together. Each
communication packet goes up the hierarchy of Internet networks as far as necessary to get to
its destination network where local routing takes over to deliver it to the receiver. These five
layers are, from high to low:
•
•
•
•
•

The Application Layer
The Transport Layer
The Network Layer
The Link Layer
The Physical Layer
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Figure 25: Internet architectural model

The application layer defines how certain services operate and how they can be used.
Examples are the FTP service for transferring files, HTTP for serving Web pages and SMTP
for e-mail. These services are defined in a rather abstract manner. Two parties, called the
client and the server, set up a connection over which they exchange messages in accordance
with a specific protocol. The client starts the protocol by requesting the service. Often the
next step is for the server to authenticate the client, for example by asking for a password or
by executing a public-key based protocol.
The transport layer is realized by two protocols. The first is the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) and the second is the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Both break up a
message that an application wants to send into packets and attempt to deliver those packets to
the intended recipient. At the recipient's side, both take the payload from the received packets
and pass those to the application layer. The main difference between TCP and UDP is that
TCP is reliable and UDP is not. TCP will collect incoming packets, put them in the right order
and thereby reassemble the original message. If necessary, TCP requests retransmission of
lost or damaged packets. UDP merely takes each incoming packet and delivers the payload
(the original message) to the application layer. Any errors or out-of-order data should be
taken care of by the application. UDP is much faster than TCP, and so is mainly used for
applications like audio and video streaming, where the occasional error is less important than
getting all the data there at the right time. More generally, UDP is designed for applications
that do not require the packets to be in any specific order. Because of this, UDP is sometimes
called a "connection-less" protocol.
The network layer is responsible for transmitting and routing data packets over the network.
The Internet uses the Internet Protocol or IP as its network layer. Each node on the network
has an address, which of course is called the IP address and data is sent as IP packets. A
transport layer connection is made up up of a large number of IP packets exchanged by the
client and server. The Internet Protocol is very simple: a packet has a source, a destination and
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a payload, and it's passed from one node in the network to another until it gets to the
destination. The IP does not notice that a packet gets lost. If a particular node cannot pass the
packet to the next node along the normal route, it will do its best to find an alternative path.
That's why IP is sometimes called a "best-effort" protocol. When the client sends its TCP
connection request, the network layer puts the request in a number of packets and transmits
each of them to the server. Each packet can take a different route, and some of the packets
may get lost along the way. If they all make it, the transport layer at the server is able to
reconstruct the request, and it will prepare a response confirming that a TCP connection has
been set up. This response is sent back again in a number of IP packets that will hopefully
make it to the client. The Internet Protocol basically assumes all computers are part of one
very large "web" of nodes that can all pass packets to other nodes. There's always a route
from one node to another, even if sometimes a very large number of intermediate nodes get
involved. The link layer is what makes this assumption true.
The link layer provides a network connection between hosts on a particular local network, as
well as interconnection between such local networks. The e-mail client runs on a personal
computer in someone's home network, which is set up using the Ethernet protocol. The link
layer now is that Ethernet network. The IP packets, that this computer transmits, are added as
payload to Ethernet packets (called "frames") that are transmitted over the local network to
the ADSL modem that connects the local network to the provider. A different kind of link
layer protocol is used to transmit the payload taken from the Ethernet frames from the ADSL
modem to the provider. At the provider this payload is again passed forward using yet another
link level protocol. The "web of nodes" that the Internet Protocol relies on thus actually is
made up of a large number of local networks, each with their own link layer protocol, that
each forward the IP packet by putting it into their own kind of message that is then sent over
the local network.
The lowest layer is the physical layer, which defines how the cables, network cards, wireless
transmitters and other hardware connect computers to networks and networks to the rest of the
Internet. Examples of physical layer networks are Ethernet, WiFi, Token Ring and Fiber Data
Distributed Interface (FDDI). Note that many of these technologies also have their own link
layer protocol. Often link and physical layer are closely related. The physical layer provides
the means to transfer the actual bits from one computer to another. In an Ethernet network (a
link layer protocol), a computer is connected by plugging a network cable into its Ethernet
card, and then plugging the other end of that cable into a router or switch. The physical layer
specifies how bits of data are sent over that cable: how do the electrical currents or the pulses
the card sends get turned back into the data for the higher level layers.
In such an architecture each layer relies on the layer below it for the actual transmission of
data, adding or providing specific functionality for its own intended purpose. The link layer
relies on a network cable over which Ethernet packets can be sent. The network layer uses
these Ethernet packets to transport IP packets, and adds the ability to route the packets across
networks. The transport layer relies on IP packets to create and establish the TCP connection,
or to transport UDP packets. TCP adds reliability by keeping track of the data sent in the IP
packets and retransmitting them if they are lost. And finally applications use TCP or UDP
connections to exchange the data that makes up the application protocol: logging in to servers,
requesting and transmitting Web pages, delivering e-mail, and so on.
The inter-dependencies among the layers of the Internet architecture are quite easy to spot.
Each layer depends on the service of the layer underneath, thus a study on the critical points
of the Internet system acquire a strong importance. In this chapter, we will introduce briefly
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the characteristics and the critical points of each layer except the Transport layer, since it is
just an end-to-end component and its failure can be considered jointly with the application
layer protocols.
For a better understanding interdependencies it is useful to focus on the simple
communication example presented in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Web page download
This example outlines the devices involved in such communication and the protocols
governing the overall communication process. On the right side and on the left side we have
the end–to-end systems. In these computers we have application and transport layer protocols.
IP protocol in this computers has a minor role as it manages only the identification of the
next hop (i.e., the router on the same Link network). IP protocol is of key importance in the
two router of the example as it decides the path from source to destination. The blue lines,
indicating the links between the devices, indicate a data-link technology. Data link
technologies include both data link protocol and the
physical layer transmission
infrastructure. As indicated in Figure 25 there is a huge variety of data-link technologies and
these system are distributed system whose structure and components may play a very
important role.
This is the reason why we partitioned the overall interdependencies assessment problem in
three (not independent) sub problems each addressing a distributed complex system (see
Figure 27) : Data-link technology, IP routing technology, application layer technology.
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Figure 27: Project partitioning methodology

The structure of these systems is discussed in the next three sections. In Section 4 we also
discuss how these three distributed systems interact and how an overall interdependencies
study can be carried out.
3.2 IP layer
In the original Internet structure, there was a hierarchy of gateways. This hierarchy reflected
the fact that the Internet was built upon the existing ARPANET. When the Internet was
created, the ARPANET was the backbone of the network: a central delivery medium to carry
long-distance traffic. This central system was called the core, and the centrally managed
gateways that interconnected it were called the core gateways .
In that hierarchical structure, routing information about all of the networks in the Internet was
passed into the core gateways. The core gateways processed the information, and then
exchanged it among themselves using the Gateway to Gateway Protocol (GGP). The
processed routing information was then passed back out to the external gateways. The core
gateways maintained accurate routing information for the entire Internet.
Using the hierarchical core router model to distribute routing information has a major
weakness: every route must be processed by the core. This places a tremendous processing
burden on the core, and as the Internet grew larger the burden increased. In network-speak,
we say that this routing model does not "scale well." For this reason, a new model emerged.
Even in the days of a single Internet, core groups of independent networks called
Autonomous Systems (AS) existed outside of the core. The term "autonomous system" has a
formal meaning in TCP/IP routing. An autonomous system is a collection of networks and
gateways with its own internal mechanism for collecting routing information and passing it to
other independent network systems. The routing information passed to the other network
systems is called reachability information. Reachability information simply says which
networks can be reached through that autonomous system. The Exterior Gateway Protocol
(EGP) was the protocol used to pass reachability information between autonomous systems
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and into the core (see Figure 28).

Figure 28:Reachability information exchange between ASes into the single-core Internet
The new routing model is based on co-equal collections of autonomous systems, called
routing domains. Routing domains typically exchange routing information with other domains
using Border Gateway Protocol (BGP-4), that has become the current de facto standard. Each
routing domain processes the information it receives from other domains. Unlike the
hierarchical model, this model does not depend on a single core system to choose the "best"
routes. Each routing domain does this processing for itself; therefore, this model is more
expandable. The domains share information, but do not rely on any one system to provide all
routing information. Moreover, since each domain is independent from each other, can choose
the preferred interior gateway protocol (IGP) inside its borders, such as OSPF, RIP, IS-IS, …

Figure 29:
Hence, as shown in Figure 29, IP packets cross several routing devices operating two classes
of routing protocol: the intra-domain routing protocols (OSPF, RIP, IS-IS) and the interdomain routing protocol (BGP). The former has the scope to route the packet towards
destination minimizing a cost function the latter is less technical and more contractual hand
has the scope to forward traffic towards other independent networks (i.e., ASes) according to
contractual agreements between these independent and mostly private companies. Hence in
the path from source to destination the IP packet crosses two types of routers: intra-domain
routers (in light blue in Figure 29) and inter-domain routers (in red in Figure 29).
This second is by far the most important to understand dependencies on a global scale of the
huge Internet infrastructure, and hence the inter-domain routing graph is one of the most
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critical component in the Internet. For this reason the topology of the Internet was extensively
studied using the AS representation graph presented in Figure 30.

Figure 30: AS level topology graph
The intra-domain routing is managed by every single ISP, so it is likely to be really optimized
for the needs of such a company, so it will not be analyzed in this work. On the other hand,
inter-domain routing is strongly based on economic relationships among entities and during
the time has become the real critical part of the overall Internet.
Each AS owns a unique tag on 16 or 32 bits (see RFC 4893) formed by a number, called AS
Number (ASN), which is also used for routing purposes to indicate one well defined AS.
Using BGP-4 the AS that receives BGP information selects only one route per destination as a
best path based on the AS's policy, and passes the information to other ASes. So the routing
information spreads among these ASes in a hop-by-hop manner. Inter-AS routing controlled
by BGP is not stable and worldwide or local routing accidents have been reported. Since there
are more than 36000 independent ASes where each AS is controlled by a single
administrative authority based on that AS's own policy, network reachability failures or
unintended traffic flow are easily caused by various events such as hardware failures, routing
protocol failures, routing configuration errors, and routing inconsistency among several ASes.
These failures could easily cause instability or loss of access on an extensive scale. Even if
reachability is retained, inconsistency with routing policy occurs more frequently. One of
essential problems is that it is difficult to know or control the behavior of the spreading
routing information that has been advertised. Moreover, it is not possible to control spreading
information to fit to a particular management policy, because advertised information is
modified and passed based on other ASes' policy independently on which routing information
traverse. This means that control by a single centralized system is impossible.
From the architectural point, economic policies developed by ASes are represented in highly
abstracted level in human language, and should be translated to configuration commands of a
router. This is challenging thinking that the nature of the ASes is very heterogeneous. They
differ in geographical scope, size and objectives. It is not hard to find around the Internet ISPs
that can serve just the local area or region where they are settled, or ISPs that are global or
intercontinental, connecting different regions to each other. On the other side, the research
networks, such as GEANT, Abilene or ESNET, are also frequent, are non-profit and aim to
offer connectivity to the global Internet to the academic network. Moreover, there are several
ASes which do not concern the Internet market, but use Internet to interconnect parts of the
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same entity which are geographically distant (e.g. banks or car industries). Autonomous
systems can be mainly grouped into two categories, depending on their connectivity and
operating policies:
1) Stub ASes, that maintain connections as customer to one or more other AS
allowing them to maintain the connection to the Internet in the event of a complete
failure of one of their connections (multihoming);
2) Transit ASes, which provide IP transit to other ASes. Almost all large ISPs are
transit ASes, since they provide connections from one network to another.
Exceptions are the small local ISPs, which aim to offer connectivity to people but
their market is not oriented on the Internet relationships business.
Introducing this background, it is easy to add another discrimination on the Internet
connections adding the relationships between these networks. Mainly, they can be classified
in two categories of connections:
1) Provider-customer, when an AS (customer) pays another AS (provider) to obtain
Internet access;
2) Peer-to-peer, when two networks (peers) exchange traffic among each other's
customers for mutual benefit. It can be settlement-free or paid, depending on the
ASes interacting and the type of contract stipulated. It can also be private if it is a
direct interconnection, or public if accomplished through a level 2 access
technology, such as IXPs.
The Internet is based on the principle of global reachability, which means that any Internet
user can reach any other Internet user as though they were on the same network. Therefore,
any Internet connected network must by definition either pay another network for transit, or
peer with every single network composing the Internet core. In this environment, the real
difference of scopes of various ASes can be understood in detail. First of all, there are transit
ASes which charge transit fees to other ASes in order to recoup their investment in the lines
and switches that make up their networks. This price is a combination of the costs of running
the network, plus the amount of transit the transit AS has bought, minus the traffic which is
destined directly for peers and customers of the transit AS. On the other hand, there are smallmedium ISPs, potential customers of the transit ones, which always look at ways of lowering
their transit fees by switching to a competitor or by not using a particular transit provider at
all (using it only as a backup connection). Among them, there are also a lot of particular ASes
which show a mixed strategy (e.g. some research networks) and a lot of Stub ASes.
Peering is not so easy to achieve. Even if a lot of ASes own a free peering policy, meaning
that they are willing to peer with anyone else, the largest companies and middle-sized ask for
some requirements in order to establish a peering session. Despite this, certain ASes also offer
another opportunity to those ASes who want to peer but do not fulfill the requirements. It is
called paid peering and is mid-way between transit and settlement-free peering. Paid peering
is similar to conventional transit in that one party pays another party. The difference is that
the customer only receives access to the provider’s customer base, and not the Internet at
large, as in settlement-free peering. The current trend for a certain class of AS (small-medium
European ISPs more than others) is to peer with each other using Internet Exchange Points
(IXP), in order to lower its transit costs. An IXP is a physical infrastructure which allows
ASes to exchange Internet traffic among them, usually by means of mutual peering
agreements, giving them the opportunity to experience lower costs and lower latency than in
upstream transit providers connections. Moreover, the increased number of paths learned
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through the IXPs by the ASes improves their routing efficiency and fault-tolerance. Such
structures were born in the middle of the 1990s firstly in North America, but started to be
really used only in the first few years of 2000s.
In this kind of works, Internet has always been described as a graph, in terms of nodes and
connections. This work will focus on the analysis of the AS-level abstraction, as it is much
easier to understand and to work with an economic perspective. Thus, the Internet graph will
be composed by nodes, individuated by each AS, and by connections, individuated by each
BGP connection existent among them. Almost all the studies on this subject relied on the ASlevel topology of the Internet, however it is helpful to introduce also two other approaches
used to analyze Internet. The first approach is based on the study of the IP address level,
where the nodes are individuated by routers and connections are individuated by physical
connections among them. In this kind of approach is hard to understand the real economic
relationships among companies, but it is very important to understand how the real skeleton
of the Internet is. Another approach is based on POP level, where nodes are individuated by
groups of routers that are placed in the same geographical location and owned by the same
AS, while connections are individuated by connections of these routers with the rest of the
world. This is much easier to analyze in an economic-perspective, but it still have a too much
coarse granularity to be really used. Moreover, works on this approach are still at the starting
state.
3.3

Application layer

In this section are illustrated the steps necessary to identify of the boundaries and
relationships among ICT systems and networks at application layer . In the specific first we
identify the application domain of interest for the MOTIA project and the related
communication protocols used at application layer. Then we classify the applications on the
base of the type of costumers. These classes of applications themselves constitute the
boundaries and the protocols characterize the relationships among classes. Inter-dependencies
between application classes are intra-domain, while relationships among components of an
application are inter-domain.
The final step is to identify the relationship among the systems at application level. To
provide a general characterization, first, we identify the computational models which
applications are based on. The knowledge of the computational models allow us to identify,
independently on the specific application, what are the actors/components involved, what are
the interactions among components belonging to a specific system/network and what are the
interactions among components belonging to different systems/networks. The relationship
identified before characterize both inter-domain and intra-domain dependencies at application
level.
3.3.1 Identification of Application domains and application classes
In the TCP/IP reference model (Lainer et al. 1985)2, sketched in Figure 31, the application
layer is considered as “everything on IP”. This view of the application layer allows us to
embrace a wide range of communication protocols key for the functioning of today
applications and therefore for the survival of the main services of our society.
2
Leiner,b.m., cole,R., postel, J., and Mills,D. “The DARPA Internet Protocol Suite” IEEE communication
Magazine, vol.23 pp 29-34, March 1985
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Figure 31: The TCP/IP reference model, "the Internet hourglass". At the application layer
are shown the largely used protocols

Figure 32: The TCP/IP reference model. At the application layer are shown the application
domains the project will consider.
In this section we are interested in the applications “critical” for the welfare of our society and
that can be compromised by interdependency effects. In the specific our attention is focused
on distributed applications and related communication protocols and technologies. Of course
we are not interested in a single specific application but on families or domain of application
characterized by the same behavior and main features.
The application domains considered are the following (Figure 32 shows them in the internet
hourglass)
-

E-government and in the specific the Italian Public Connectivity System (SPC –
Sistema di Pubblica Connettività)
e-banking, e-trading, e-commerce, online auction
Networked Control Systems (NCS), SCADA (for critical sectors such as
transportation, industry, energy, water...)
e-collaboration (e.g. e-Mail, e-Calendar, chat, …)
Online Social networks (facebook, twiter, youtube,...)
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-

Entertainment/Multimedia services (Online TV services, online game, Voice over IP)
Domain Name System
Authentication services (e.g. LDAP)
Discovery services (for both virtual services and physical devices)
Web cache services

In Table 2 we associate a set of protocols to each application domain. The list would not be
exhaustive, but it is intended as an example of the main protocols used by the different
application. It is important to consider the protocols because their knowledge is fundamental
to understand the interaction among the components/actors of a systems/application.
Application type
e-Government
(SPC)
e-banking, etrading, ecommerce,
online-auction
NCS/SCADA
e-Mail, eCalendar
Online Social
Network (OSN)
Entertainment
Domain Name
System
Authentication
services/directory
(LDAP)
Security Services
Discovery
services
(network,
devices, services)
Web Cache
services
Telecom
Network
Management
Services

Application layer protocols (& technologies)
SOAP, HTTP, SSL, FTP, WS-agreement,
SOAP, HTTP, FTP, gradual secret release (GSR) fair exchange
protocols
SSI (Simple Sensor Interface)
SMTP, IMAP, POP, CalDAV, Apple iCal
Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)
BitTorrent, Microsoft Media Server (MMS), RTSP, FTP, Real Time
Streaming Protocol (RTSP), Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP),
Session Description Protocol (SDP), Open Game Protocol (OGP)
DNS, DNSSEC
LDAP,...
TSL/SSL, WS-security
DHCP, Multicast DNS/DNS-SD, UPnP Simple Service Discovery
Protocol (SSDP), Universal Plug and Play (UPnP), Boot Service
Discovery Protocol (BSDP), Web Services Dynamic Discovery (WSDiscovery), UDDI
Web Cache Communication Protocol (WCCP), Internet Cache Protocol
(ICP)
Home Location Register (HLR) and the Visitor Location
Register (VLR), Authentication Center (AUC) and the Equipment
identity register (EIR), IP multimedia
service subsystem (IMSS), Network Address and Port Translation
(NAPT) server
Table 2: Applications and protocols
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All the above listed application domains can be further classified into three classes:
- End-user services. This class embraces all the end-user applications/services core for
the welfare of a country and/or used by a large portion of the population;
- Supplementary utility services. This class is related to the applications/services
implicitly or explicitly used by the end-users when they access to the end-user
services; and to the services/application needed to the management of the ISP
infrastructure.
- Core Utility services: that are all the infrastructural services core for both End-user
services and Supplementary utility services
Table 3 fits the application we consider into the above mentioned classes.
Table 3: Application classification
Application domain classes

Consumer applications

Utility applications

Internet services

3.3.2

Application
E-government (SPC), E-banking, etrading, online auction, E-commerce,
Online Social networks (facebook, twitter,
YouTube,...), entertainment (Online TV
services, online game,...), e-mail, ecalendar,
NCS/SCADA, Home Location Register
(HLR) and the Visitor Location
Register (VLR), Authentication Center
(AUC) and the Equipment identity register
(EIR), IP multimedia
service subsystem (IMSS), Network
Address and Port Translation (NAPT)
server Authentication services/directory,
Discovery services, Web Cache services,
Security services
Domain Name System (DNS)

Characterization of computational models and architectural styles

The above mentioned applications, and therefore the above mentioned service categories can
be associate to one or more computational model.
The computational models and architectural styles underlining the above applications are the
following:
- C/S model
- P2P model
- Pub/Sub model
- Service Oriented Computing (and cloud computing in the future) and Architecture
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Table 4:
Computational
model
Service Oriented
Architecture
C/S (pure)
P2P
Publish/subscribe

Application group
consumer
consumer, utility, internet
consumer, utility, internet
consumer, utility

This classification has been done with the purpose to identify the main computing paradigms
and architectural pattern on which rely the welfare of our society.
3.3.2.1 Description of the computational models
Service Oriented Computing, C/S, P2P, Pub/Sub
3.3.3 Application of the methodology to a multi-tier application
In the following we consider an example of a multi-tier web application realized using the
Service computing paradigm. We consider this example because it is the paradigm today used
to design new system that must be accessed through the internet and, although, is the
computational paradigm used to integrate legacy systems with the new ones. Figure 33 shows
example of systems that use or that can beneficiate in using the SOA/SOC model.

Figure 33: SOA/SOC model usage
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Figure 34 shows the components and systems that participate in a SOA-based system. In the
case study are shown the main systems at application layer, that are: the DNS infrastructure,
the web cache infrastructure and UDDI infrastructure, the end-user, the web broker, the
application service provider, the authentication services.

Figure 34: Components of a SOA-based system.
If we consider the application classes introduced above, we can see what are the interactions
among application classes and on which protocol the coordination and data exchange is based.
In the following figure are represented the three application classes, the interaction among
them and the protocols used to carry on the communication.

Figure 35: Application interaction and protocols used.
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Using the previously proposed approach we are capable to characterize the dependencies
among the different systems considered in the SOA example as follow:
Inter-domain dependencies: the dependencies among different application domains; the
dependencies between components at different level of the Internet protocol stack. For
example, the dependency of a Web broker on the UDDI or DNS infrastructure.
Intra-domain dependencies: the dependencies among application/services belonging to the
same application domain. E.g. the relationship of a local DNS server and a DNS ROOT server
or the relationship of a web broker on a remote web services.
Both inter- and intra- domain dependencies can be classified as
Intra-system, if the dependencies are caused by an interaction of application/service
components belonging to the same logical system. E.g., the inter-domain dependency of a
browser on the DNS resolver is inter-system, and the inter-domain domain dependency of a
web services on an LDAP server.
Inter-system, if the dependencies are caused by an interaction of application/service
components belonging to different logical systems. E.g., the intra-domain dependency of a
web broker on a remote web service, or the intra-domain dependency of a web server/web
client on a web cache server.
4

Input/Output Network and system relations

The Input/Output (In/Out) relationships among systems and networks are strictly related to
the data exchanged and the protocols used for the communication.
The knowledge of the input/output relations gives more insight on systems and network
dependencies.
We identify two types In/Out relations:
• relations at application level, that is relations due to the interaction between
applications and driven by application layers protocols; and
• relations at network level, that is the relations between the physical nodes hosting a
specific service/application.
As shown in Figure 36, data exchange can be classified (see figure below), at a gross level of
abstraction, into two categories: Application data, exchanged through content-aware
protocols, and packet data, exchanged through the Internet Protocol that is packet based and
content blind.
Moreover, network nodes exchange packet data by means of the IP protocol (and the
underlining physical layer communication protocols).
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Figure 36: Input-Output relations
Applications communicate each other exchanging In/Out data through a well defined set (one
or more) of application ports identified by a port number. Usually, application port numbers
are standard. Therefore it is possible to identify the application data exchange and it is also
feasible to correlate application behavior in term of application data traffic, and related
packed data traffic.
On the contrary, it is usually impossible to identify what are exactly the physical nodes that
exchange data generated by the applications. Indeed, while at a give time instant data are
originated from a given IP number, the IP number is not univocally and permanently
associated to a service/application and moreover IP numbers are no univocally and
permanently associated to a physical node.
The presence of mechanisms such as load balancing through distributed instances of an
application are fundamental to improve the performance and scalability of a system but
introduce a level of uncertainty related to the physical node that really will establish the
connection and data exchange. Usually locally or geographically distributed system that
replicate an application or a content expose the IP address of the load balancer and
dynamically redirect requests to a specific node.
Another example of mechanism that introduce such a degree of uncertainty are the Content
Delivery Networks where a service (e.g. a web site) is globally distributed and the data flow
between the end-user and the service is determined by the end-user location and the network
traffic conditions. One more examples are the different caching mechanisms operated to
improve the end-user performance.
Also disaster recovery mechanisms (e.g. hot redundancy) decouple the physical location
where a service run and the service itself.
Therefore, in the remaining of the project, except for specific and controlled cases, we assume
that:
• it is impossible to establish a permanent mapping between a service/application and
the physical node where the service/application runs
• the boundary among system is the logical service they expose, identified, ad a specific
time instance by the IP address and the port number and in general identified by a
DNS name and a port number.
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5

Appendix: a case study of a physical infrastructure

5.1.1 Copper Access
The Access Network is the most extensive network and consists of physical carriers and
transmission equipment and multiplexing / concentration. In general access network means
that part of a telecommunications network Member of the junction of the end-user
communication to the transmission network that is the common communication backbone. It
then connects individual users, each with a single physical connection, until the first
switching center that is, before information on the traffic offered by users are multiplexed on
one channel routed to the upper hierarchy and the network path fit. In it, therefore, prevail
aggregation feature input to the network of transmission and distribution out of the transport
network to the end user have a high degree of presence in the regions served. We often use
the term to identify the party last mile network access.
Typically in the case of the telephone network before reaching the network transporting the
information exchanged on the network access the user's travels on twisted pair to the first
telephone exchange where the traffic of different users is multiplexed bundling or a first time
(eg with a DSLAM) and forwarded to the first internal node for a possible additional
multiplexing with other flows of information from other links on the various access and
finally switched back into the transport network to the consignee (a phone user, host or
server) . The access network can be seen therefore as an entity of the transport network client
that instead of server functionality towards the former.
Typically the last part of the access network before routing the real transport network
represents the network operator or service provider (which in turn constitute or form part of
Autonomous System) which is the user interface verify their credentials prior to serving in its
requests for service: the network is typically composed of several POPs (Point of Presence) of
the operator on a metropolitan scale and geographical spread each equipped with edge router
(edge router) to interface with the user and internal routers (core router) for the next route in
the backbone of transport.
Logically, there would be no clean separation between access network and transmission
network as the access network operator prior to the transport network actually performs
aggregation and switching operations, although at a primary level, typical of the transport
network , nevertheless we consider the operator's network as the last part of the access
network where the prevailing feature of concentration in input and output distribution and
transmission network as one in which information flows to reach the highest level of
aggregation that is substantially Conversely, where the common backbone switching
capabilities.
Out of the transport network, that is, once routed, the traffic to follow the recipient of
inverse de-multiplexing operations to finish last on the network end-user access.
The access network extends from the nodes where they are localized networking features
specific to the full supply of the service (access node) to the points of service delivery to
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client (Network Termination).
The Network Access Telecom Italy has the following characteristics:
• copper network symmetric pairs (with overhead cables, in pipes or underground),
for access to voice band services (POTS), ISDN services, the broadband services
(xDSL) and the CDN up to 2Mbit / s, also made with the old technology TL
(HDB3), for connecting both of MUX low capacity of customers. This network has
a star-shaped structure that is schematically represented in the figure below.

Users

Secondary
Primary

User

Users

Figure 1- Structure of Copper Access Network
•

fiber optic network, for access to narrowband services and broadband and
residential customers (MUX high capacity) of that business customers and / or
OLO (Other Licensed Operators) with high-speed devices (initially SAF SDH
ADM and then TIR data). The introduction of fiber-optic Access Network was
launched in 1985 with a ring topology is that a star (chosen on the basis of results
of specific evaluations of cost-effectiveness), as shown in Figure 2.
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Figura 2- Structure of the fiber-optic Access Network
The Network Access Telecom Italy has also system solutions to dedicated services
videodiffusivi (HFC broadband network) and radio access solutions made-to-multipoint
and point technique with single-channel UHF and VHF (mainly in rural areas difficult to
access with the carrier physical).
Devices that are used for the collection of customers are:
• HDSL / SHDSL, used for the construction of numerical fluxes at 2 Mbit / s over
copper for delivery of the various types of services: XDSL Symmetrical, CDN,
BTS OL, ISDN PRA, etc. .. These devices have replaced the old equipment and
TL-2 TRU used in previous years but is still in the network.
• numerical systems MD48, MPX1, MPX and MPX-A-S, used for the collection of
POTS customers in specific situations of the plant or in the case of saturation of the
carrier;
• the terminals in the radio link of 2 Mbit / s.
5.1.2 Fiber-optic Access3
The distribution network in fiber-optic cable from the frame extends Fibre Termination
(TTF), located in the building of power stations, to the optical termination in the seat. This
location may coincide with the customer's premises or business with a multiplexing
transmission apparatus that connects copper residential customers. Figure 3 shows the main
3

For the Shannon-Hartley theorem, the channel capacity of a line varies in direct proportion to the bandwidth B
and varies as the logarithm base two of the ratio of signal strength or noise on the power of the SNR.:

When you are physically connected to the network a number of hosts n large enough, the electromagnetic
interference between adjacent cables (near-end crosstalk or crosstalk) is to raise the noise power and therefore
decrease the capacity of the channel.
The problem is particularly acute in copper cabling, while a fiber-optic cabling it is fully resolved, which is why
it is desirable to access a network of fiber in addition to the existing transport network.
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elements of the optical access network, optical network with evidence of primary and
secondary optic network.
In the second half of 2003 was launched, initially in the areas of new urban development, the
task of introducing equipment Access Network (AN) in the cabinet, the AN, DSLAM having
an integrated permit, unlike the MPX-1, the supply of broadband services, so their use will be
directed to the replacement of the MPX-1 in the central areas of interest, with the aim to
achieve total coverage of the ADC in the provision of broadband services, that the
development of new Areas of particular commercial interest.
The primary optical network extends from the TTF, a central place within the building,
until the optical distributor, which is the connection of the fibers of the primary cable, the
most potential, with those of the secondary cables, the lower power.

Copper network

Optical fiber

Broadband user
MPX-1

TTF

Copper network
Optical fiber

Business
user

SAF

Figure 3 - Block diagram of the fiber-optic Access Network
The optical network extends from the secondary provider termination apparatus, an
apparatus that can be MPX-1 or SAF / ADM: the case of termination on the MPX-1,
customers will be joined by a secondary network of copper, as shown in Figure 3, while in the
case of termination device or WMD SAF, the secondary optic network reaches the customer
site, again, as shown in Figure 3.

5.1.3 Next Generation Access Network 2
The project of development of the access network of Telecom Italy, NGN2 called, aims to:
• Develop a new platform for fiber-optic network in the gradual replacement of
copper network platform, on which vehicular services ToIP ultra-broadband and IP
services;
• Gradually enable all customers to the provision of Internet services and broadband
multimedia increasingly high (over 50 Mbit / s and even up to 1 Gbit / s);
•

Develop synergies with the mobile network by making widely available the optical
fiber for the backhaul of Node-B in the mobile network to HSDPA and the
evolution to LTE in the future;
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•

Disseminate widely the fiber optic infrastructure to use them for specific projects
for top clients (Public Administration, Banking, Insurance, ...) with bandwidth
requirements that would require dedicated fiber optic connections.

With NGN2 means the second phase of the project's innovation network, which began eight
years ago with the NGN project, which has been the transformation of the central part of the
network of Telecom Italy (the transit network or 'core network') in a model 'All IP' for both
voice data (ToIP for all traffic of transit). With NGN2 you go to a network completely 'All
IP', from the backbone to the customer's home (VoIP), and very wide bandwidth, thanks to
the innovation of the access network with architectural solutions based on optical fiber
(FTTx).
The benefits of the new optical fiber access network will be:
1. the excess of the maximum peak bandwidth downstream on copper wire pairs
(average length of 1.5 km), and for ADSL2 + from center is about 20 Mbit / s;
2. a failure rate much lower (at least an order of magnitude lower than copper
networks);
3. the opportunity to streamline the overall architecture of the access network with the
concentration of equipment in a smaller number of sites (typically the current
premises and the premises SGU barycentric SL);
4. the ability to support new broadband services, such as the fourth generation of the
mobile world or the new high-definition television and personal two-way.
The process of building NGN2 and replacement of a large part of the copper access network
and switching centers of Telecom Italy will take at least 10 years, whereas the metropolitan
areas, suburbs and medium-sized cities, which accounted for about 65% of telephone
population.
The access network architecture based on the deployment of optical fiber are called FTTx
(Fiber To The x) where x can be a Cabinet Street, a Building, the Home or Premises (in the
client device). The figure below shows the main FTTx architectures.
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In particular:
• Architecture FTTE (Fiber To The Exchange): the optical fiber reaches the center
where there is an IP DSLAM with ADSL2 +, then up to the customer's home to get
the copper network, while still providing up to 20 Mbit / s. This architecture is the
reference architecture currently used for broadband services.
• Architecture FTTCab (Fiber To The Cabinet): the optical fiber is up to the street
cabinets of distribution, alongside (and in place from the perspective of Total
Replacement) in the current cabinet ripartilinea with GbE and continuation in
VDSL2 solution on the secondary copper , enabling up to 50 Mbit / s.
• Architecture FTTB / Curb (Fiber To The Building / To The Curb): provides for the
arrival of the optical fiber to the building or the sidewalk (with GPON technology)
and VDSL2 technology on the subscriber connection providing up to 100 Mbit / s.
• Architecture FTTH (Fiber To The Home): provides for the arrival of fiber to the
house, including the subscriber's connection with optical termination (ONT) in the
client and optical splitter within the optical distributor of building (ROE ), installed
at the base of the building (all in GPON technology), enabling up to 1 Gbit / s.
• PON technology (used in FTTH and FTTB architectures) provides an apparatus in
the central (OLT - Optical Line Termination), which amounted to the branches of
optical fiber end, using a tree with branches passive optical, on the ends network
user side (UN / ONT - Optical Network Unit / Optical Network Termination). The
optical distribution network (ODN - Optical Distribution Network) is completely
passive and is made from the fiber optic and passive optical issued (splitter), able to
divide a signal input to "n" outputs.
The figure below describes the architectural scheme FTTH.
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Figura 4
The architecture is point-to-multipoint FTTH, GPON-based technology, particularly plant
scheme shown in the figure above includes an OLT stationed at the middle and an optical
distribution network (ODN), with a first level of splitting (splitter primary 1:4 / 1:8 / 1:16) at
the level of existing cabinets called ‘ripartilinea’ and a second level of splitting (splitter sub
1:32 / 1:16 / 1:8) located at the base of the building, with a factor overall splitting equal to
1:128. The OLT is currently used on the network can collect up to a maximum of 64 GPON,
the fill factor for single GPON ranging from a minimum of 50% to about 70%, then in front
of 128 potential users for the number GPON of actual users will be between 64 and 90.
The OTB to the base of the building contains one or more secondary splitter with different
splitting factors, from which one or more optical fibers to the primary splitter.
The network is completely passive, without the need for local power to the user's home,
where ONT is loaded with a load with power user. Olt is 2x10 GbE backhaul to the Remote
Feeder.

5.1.3.1 Radio Link
The frequency ranges used by the access network based on radio channel of Telecom
Italy are the VHF (160 MHz) and UHF (450 MHz). Both ranges of Telecom Italy uses
some analog channels of width 25 kHz.
These links are used for subscriber access in the mountain resorts or difficult to reach
with traditional physical media. The frequency range used for subscriber access systems
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for point-to-Multipoint (except for 3 links capacity 4 Mbit / s point to point on a
platform in the Adriatic Sea) is one of the 2 GHz: from 2040 to 2110 And from 2215
MHz to 2290 MHz.
5.1.3.2

Wi-Fi Access

Wireless Access for Wi-Fi means the network of public Wi-Fi Hot Spot made with
technology IEEE 802.11b at 2.4 GHz The Hot Spot Telecom Italy have an architecture shown
in the figure below:

Figure 5 - WI–FI Access

The access points of a Hot Spot are all connected to the Switch directly (and Remote
power supply) or via a Media Converter / Power Injector (and in this case need power on the
spot). The switch is then connected to the DCE-3 through a router. The devices that perform
the functions of switches, routers, DCE-3 and UPS are generally placed in a Cabinet.
5.1.3.3 WiMAX
Telecom Italy has been awarded a license for 2x21 MHz in the band from 3.4 to 3.6 GHz
systems for broadband wireless access in 3 macro-areas of the center-south of Italy listed
below:
• Area of Game 4 - Lazio, Abruzzo, Molise, Umbria
• Area of Game 5 - Campania, Basilicata, Puglia, Calabria
• Area of Race 7 – Sardinia

Network architecture
The network architecture is point-to-multipoint. The installations of antenna you are for most
outdoor type. The following figure shows the reference architecture, while Figure 8 is an
example of configuration at the user site.
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5.1.4 GSM
The network PLMN (Public Land Mobile Network) is dual-band, using frequency
bands at 900MHz and 1800MHz. The size of the mobile radio network is designed
to provide a sufficient number of channels to serve customers through a GSM TIM
cover given by a nation wide network, which also integrates systems microcellular
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coverage, picocellular and indoor, for the management of critical situations from
both in terms of population density (stadiums, exhibitions, shopping malls, etc..) is
the penetration of radio signals inside buildings and in general the structure of the
buildings particularly with regard to screening of the external signal.
To deal with logistically difficult situations and / or temporary installations are also
available for carts and then transported. The radio access network includes all radio
transmitting equipment and control bodies required for the management of radio
resources, for supervising the quality of the radio link, to manage the connections
and signals to the switching center (MSC - Mobile Switching Centre which also
includes the function of VLR).
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Figure 8 – GSM Network

o The subsystem BSS (Base Station Subsystem) GSM consists of the following types
of facilities:
or BTS (Base Transceiver Station) is the base station, which sends via the antenna,
the radio signal that realizes the GSM radio coverage area (cell) and coordinates
one or more radio transceivers (TRX or carrier ). The radio channels operating on
these carrier frequencies (900 and 1,800 MHz).
o The BTS, in addition to the functions of radio transmitting equipment, shall
monitor the channel to measure the performance of the uplink connection and
delivery of the measures towards the BSC. The BTS is also responsible for
executing the various procedures for physical layer (paging users, broadcasting
parameters of cell activation and release of radio channels).
o BSC (Base Station Controller): it has functions of supervision and control of
resources, both during the establishment of the call, both in the maintenance phase
(eg handover between different cells). It is also the interface to the switching center
MSC. The main functions of a BSC are: the management of each cell through the
allocation of traffic channels and control the establishment and release of
connections MSC-BSC (PCM channel) and the BSC-BTS (voice channel and
control), the management process within the BSS handover of responsibility. To
achieve this last feature, the BSC determines, based on the calculation results of
measurements made by BTS and the Mobile Station (MS), which is the BTS that
can better serve the MS, while ordering the MS to tune to the new traffic channel.
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5.1.5 UMTS
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In the UMTS network the set of node B and RNC is the UTRAN, which makes up the radio
(it's the equal of the GSM BSS).
Node B (counterpart of BTS) is the base station, which sends via the antenna, the radio
signal which creates the coverage of the UMTS cell.
The UMTS radio stations operating at frequencies of 2.1 GHz and the channel steps is 5
MHz
The Node B performs all the functions closely related to the management of the radio link:
• modulation and demodulation, channel coding,
• the spreading and de-spreading, interleaving,
• softer handover (between cells of the same Node B),
• Inner loop power control.
RNC (Radio Network Controller) is UTRAN (UTRAN is meant by the radio system,
stemming from the node B and RNC), the counterpart of BSC in GSM has the function of
supervision and control of resources, both during establishment of the call, both in the
maintenance phase (eg handover between different cells) such as:
• allocation and supervision of channels and codes,
• management of procedures for access control,
• congestion control
• procedures for handover (hard and soft)
• power control procedures, etc.
The RNC manages the connectivity to and from: NodiB, MSC, SGSN, RNC others, through
the following interfaces:
• Iub, to the Node B (counterpart of the GSM Abis)
• Iu, to MSC (IuCS) and SGSN (IuPS, homologous to A and Gb) connects the UTRAN to
the core network that can be divided into two domains circuit switched (CS) and packet
switched (PS). The Iu is an open interface that divides the UMTS system in two distinct
parts.
• Iur, to other RNC (new compared to GSM) allows the inter-RNC mobility management
and enforcement procedures for handover (hard and soft) between RNC without the
involvement of CN.
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5.1.6 HSDPA
HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access) is a technique for transmitting packet
data, developed by 3GPP, which improves the speed downlink transmission on the
route (from the network to the mobile terminal) and transmission delays and latency in
the access network. E 'therefore in the UTRAN, which impacted the introduction and
development of technology HSDPA.
The main innovations compared to HSDPA UMTS packet transmission are:
• Increase the spectral efficiency of the system;
• Improved management of information with intermittent high peak velocity;
the maximum rated speed reaches 7.2 Mbit / s in the future up to 28 Mbit / s over;
• The flexibility of the radio broadcast through adaptive mechanisms based on the
rapid reconfiguration of resources and an estimate of the transmission channel.
The deployment of HSDPA has been planned through an approach that provides a
smooth introduction of networking capabilities and the level of QoS (Quality of
Service) guaranteed.
At the time of network features introduced evenly throughout the network, can deliver
the performance rating of 14.4 Mbit / s down link.
The functional availability of 14.4 Mbit / s of course must be accompanied by a crew
size, in terms of backhaul, which is deployed properly and according to traffic.
5.1.7 LTE
The LTE (Long Term Evolution) or Super 3G is the latest evolution of mobile
telephony standard GSM / UMTS, CDMA2000 and TD-SCDMA.
Born as a next-generation access systems to mobile broadband and is located in an
intermediate position between the current 3G standards such as UMTS and the fourth
generation (4G) still under development.
The LTE is part of the UMTS standard, but includes many modifications and
improvements including:
* Download data transfer rate up to 326.4 Mb / s;
* Upload data transfer rates up to 86.4 Mb / s;
* Data transfer rate at the edge of the cell from 2 to 3 times the UMTS / HSPA
* Spectral efficiency (ie number of bits transmitted per second per hertz of the
carrier) 3 times higher than the most advanced version of UMTS or HSPA;
* RTT (Round Trip Time)4 of less than 10 ms (70 ms against 200 ms HSPA and
UMTS);

4

The Round Trip Time or Round Trip Delay (RTT acronym) is a measure of the time it takes for a packet to
travel from one insignificant size of the network computer to another and back (typically, one outward and return
client-server server -client).
Transport protocols such as TCP provide for the receipt of an ACK (acknowledgment) after arrival at the
destination of data transmitted. They maintain the current estimate of the RTT for each connection and use that
estimate to determine the maximum time to wait for an ACK before the retransmission of data.
When sending a packet, the sender records the current value of the local time, and when it receives the ACK reregisters the time value. By performing subtraction between the two values gives an estimate of the single RTT.
Most estimates can be combined to calculate the average RTT.
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* Use of OFDM5 modulation for the downlink and Single Carrier-FDMA for the
uplink (instead of W-CDMA UMTS);
* Use a minimum of 1.25 MHz and a maximum of 20 MHz bandwidth for each user
with greater flexibility (compared to the fixed 5 MHz W-CDMA);
* Flexible applicability to different frequency bands, including GSM, UMTSWCDMA and new bands at 2.6 GHz, and the possibility to add new bands over time
as needed.
In the EU are still ongoing discussions on the possible use of 800 MHz frequency
bands, derived from former UHF TV channels 61-69. These channels will be available
after 2012, following the sale of so-called digital dividend, obtained by the transition
to digital of all European member states. In cities and urban areas will be used in
higher frequency bands (2.6 GHz in talking about the EU).
The goal of LTE is to promote the use of mobile broadband, using experience and
investments for 3G networks and anticipating the times compared to the availability of
fourth generation 4G standards, whose aim is to achieve even higher speed wireless
connection to 1 Gb/s.

5

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a type of multi-carrier modulation, which uses a large
number of subcarriers orthogonal to each other. Each of these is modulated by a modulation of the conventional
type (such as quadrature amplitude modulation) with a low symbol rate, so as to maintain a data rate similar to
single carrier schemes.
OFDM algorithms are generated using the fast Fourier transform.
The primary advantage dell'OFDM compared to single carrier schemes is the best performance in
communicating in degraded condition of the channel.
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